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PREFACE

These are the Proceedings of the PATT-16 conference that was held in conjunction with ITEA
2006 Annual Conference in Baltimore, USA, March 23-25, 2006. The theme of this PATT-16
conference was: Research for Standards-based Technology Education. We are pleased that we
can present the papers here. All papers have been peer refereed. We thank dr. Kenneth Starman
for working with us in reviewing the papers.
The Standards for Technological Literacy are a major step in the development of technology
education in the USA. For other countries worldwide it serves as a model and source of
inspiration. The Standards for Technological Literacy not only deal with the goals of education
about technology, but also are a resource for curriculum development and teacher education. For
an effective development another component is necessary: educational research.
The Annual ITEA conferences are a meeting place where technology educators share ideas about
all aspects related to the teaching and learning about technology. Research is one of those
aspects. The PATT-16 conference serves as that part in program where research is presented and
discussed. For the 2006 conference the focus was on research that contributes to technology
education that is aimed at realizing the Standards for Technological Literacy.
Three subthemes have been defined for this conference.
1. Research on the content of Standards
The content of Standards for Technological Literacy has been determined on the basis of
a careful consideration of historical, philosophical and educational literature about the
nature of technology. This research is a continuing effort, as our knowledge of the nature
of technology keeps growing. In this subtheme papers will be presented that are of a more
theoretical nature and deal with the historical, philosophical and educational basis for
Standards.
2. Research curriculum content and on classroom practice
Standards become practice in the classroom. What can be done in class is described in the
curriculum. Here again research can play an important part. How are Standards properly
translated into curriculum content? Does classroom practice reflect that content? Is there
any evidence that Standards are realized in classroom practice? This subtheme will have
paper that focus on such questions.
3. Research and teacher education
In this subtheme papers will be presented that deal with relationships between
educational research and teacher education. In the first place research can be part of
teacher education, when teacher are trained to do classroom-based research to support
their own teaching practice. But also the outcomes of educational research can be fed into
teacher education. Does that happen in practice? How can we keep teacher education
programs up-to-date with respect to the latest insights that are gained in research?
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In the first subtheme we find the papers by Williams and by Reed and Sontos. Williams
investigated the applicability of the USA standards to a wider international context. Reed and
Sontos show the variety of Standards-related research topics that have been covered in the course
of more than a century of USA graduate research.
The second subtheme clearly found most interest in paper submissions. Two papers deal with
primary education. Khunyakari, Mehrotra, Natarajan and Chunawala did a study on the effect of
practical classroom activities in Indian primary schools. Holland and Berlin focused on gifted
and talented elementary school children. The next two papers deal with secondary school level.
Taylor and Blue studied the effects of the TECH-know material on pupils’ technological literacy.
Hummel investigated the effect of the use of digital imagery on the students’ achievements.
For subtheme 3, teacher education, we only received one paper. Barlex and Rutland describe
their study on the effects of three projects at Roehampton University on the professional
development of technology teachers.

July 2006
Marc de Vries and Ilja Mottier
PATT-Foundation, the Netherlands
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1. THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICABILITY OF THE US STANDARDS FOR
TECHNOLOGICAL LITERACY
P. John Williams
Edith Cowan University, Perth, Australia

Although the Standards for Technological Literacy were developed and validated for the
USA, having been done under the auspices of the International Technology Education
Association and with an international reference group, there is the possibility of international
application. This presentation will outline the Standards current use and their applicability
for further use internationally in a postmodern and postcolonial context.
The International Technology Education Association (ITEA) is the professional educational
association for technology educators in the USA. It is “devoted to enhancing technology
education through technology, innovation, design, and engineering experiences at the K-12
school levels” (http://www.iteaconnect.org). Its membership is mainly from the USA, but it
does have members in over 45 countries.
The ITEA seeks to meet the professional needs and interests of its members as well as to
improve public understanding of technology, innovation, design, and engineering education
and its contributions.
In 1994 the ITEA created the Technology for All Americans Project (TfAAP) through
funding from the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA). The first phase of the project culminated in a document
entitled Technology for All Americans: A Rationale and Structure for the Study of
Technology. This document, published in 1996, articulates a philosophical foundation for the
study of technology in schools aimed at developing technologically literate citizens.
The next phase of the project, Standards for Technological Literacy: Content for the Study of
Technology (STL) was published in 2000. It outlined the content considered essential for the
attainment of technological literacy from both a conceptual and practical perspective.
The final phase in 2003 was the production of Advancing Excellence in Technological
Literacy: Student Assessment, Professional Development, and Program Standards (AETL).
This document describes a means for implementing STL in schools by addressing topics such
as student assessment, professional development, and program enhancement.
Initial input to the content of these publications was provided by classroom teachers,
supervisors, technology teacher educators, elementary administrators, and representatives
from mathematics, science, technology, and engineering. An advisory group guided he
development of the project. The standards define what these groups consider students should
know and be able to do in order to be technologically literate, but does not suggest a
curriculum to achieve these outcomes. The twenty standards are organized into five groups:
Understanding of the nature of technology
1. The characteristics and scope of technology
2. The core concepts of technology
3. The relationships among technologies and the connections between technology
and other fields.
Understanding of technology and society
4. The cultural, social, economic and political effects of technology
5. The effects of technology on the environment
6. The role of society in the development and use of technology
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7. The influence of technology on history
Understanding of design
8. The attributes of design
9. Engineering design
10. The role of troubleshooting, research and development, invention and innovation
and experimentation in problem solving
Abilities for a technological world
11. Apply the design process
12. Use and maintain technological products and systems
13. Assess the impact of products and systems
Understanding of a designed world
14. Medical technologies
15. Agriculatural and related biotechnologies
16. Energy and power technologies
17. Information and communication technologies
18. Transportation technologies
19. Manufacturing technologies
20. Construction technologies
While the ITEA mainly serves the needs of US technology educators, it does have a
developing international outlook. The organization changed its name from the American
Industrial Arts Association in 1985, the rationale for the change being an attempt to refocus
technical education in the US to technology rather than industry, and to an international
rather than a parochial orientation. While in some areas the focus on international technology
content remains significant, the ‘international’ in the term ITEA has come to indicate the
breadth of membership of the organization, an orientation that is increasingly a focus of the
organization.
The organization does have international aims, and is active in a number of ways to promote
international involvement. It periodically surveys international members to seek feedback on
how best to meet their professional needs, it has cooperated in the establishment of
international centres in twelve counties, it hosts the international PATT conference in
conjunction with the annual ITEA conference in the US and publishes the proceedings on its
web site. It is hosting the International Conference on Technology Education in the Asia
Pacific Region in 2007 and hosts the “Hemishpere” listserv as a forum for discussion from
around the world. The listserv is moderated by members from The Netherlands, Scotland,
New Zealand and Australia.
The use of the US Standards in countries other than the US can be placed in the broader
context of a philosophy of the international transfer of education. The modernist focus on the
development of the “grand narratives” (Boyne & Rattansi, 1990) through the export of
educational systems by powerful nations prevailed up to the 1960’s. The colonial powers
used education as a tool in the armoury of colonialism, and its export, including the total
package of teachers, curriculum and texts, was designed to promulgate the metanarrative
form of civilizing culture perceived to be utopian at that time.
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The imposition of a predetermined form of utopian culture was not only attempted through
education, of course. This modernist focus permeated the government and civil services, had
a particular affinity with religious organizations, and coincided with the enterprising
objectives of industry and technology. Religious missions became an embedded part of the
front line assault on the indigenous populations, and the transfer of inappropriate technology
both developed then reinforced the existence of colonial dependence. In many instances,
even after national independence, technological dependence extended colonialism through a
reliance on the provider of the technology for repairs, parts and servicing, as notions of
technology transfer were retained as the most expeditious route toward technological
development.
The rise of independent states in the 1960’s and 1970’s saw the deconstruction of the
carefully manufactured grand narratives of colonialism in many nations (Bernstein, 2000). In
some instances this was a battle (literally), in others, the changes represented by the
developing international postcolonial framework were recognized as inevitable and the
transition was peaceful. But either way, the pre-colonial social modes were generally
destroyed in the process of colonization. Land ownership, attitudes toward technology,
traditional authority structures and both the content and methodology of education were
perverted.
Postcolonialism coincided with the rise of postmodernism in western society. Although
fraught with battles over definition, a general tenant of postcolonialism is the existence of an
antecedent practice that laid claim to a certain exclusivity of insight, which is rejected
(Appiah, 2000). In its place is the foundational principle that there is no universal
knowledge, but only that which is developed within conditions of specific cultural and social
formations.
In the context of technology education, this could be explicated in a number of ways. During
colonial times, the modernist approach could be characterized by the representation of
technology education as modern woodwork and metalwork, regardless of significant
indigenous technologies related to construction (thatch and mudbrick) or hunting or food
preservation or appropriate agricultural technologies. This type of approach was clearly
related to notions of progress, and the determination of a single path toward what was clearly
a western conception of progress which had resulted in the superiority of the north (Ullrich,
1993).
An analysis of the development of technology education in the US also epitomizes the
demise of modernism. The curriculum ideas which came to be known as the Jackson’s Mill
Curriculum theory identified four universal technical systems: communication, construction,
manufacturing, and transportation - technical systems that are basic to every society (Hales
& Snyder, 1981). The notion of ‘universal’ was that the systems were timeless and had
existed since the beginning of technology, and that they were spacious and existed in every
country. In a post colonial era we would view this type of theory of a universal narrative as
very modernist.
This type of proclamation can be contrasted with the more recent development of the US
standards where no such proclamation is made. Despite the international agenda of the
International Technology Education Association (ITEA), the Standards for Technological
Literacy (STL) (ITEA, 2000) are quite explicit in their orientation to the US. The Foreword
and the Preface to the STL relate the standards to the context of ‘US society’ and ‘K-12
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classrooms in America’ (viii), a theme that continues throughout the document. The absence
of claims to international applicability are consistent with a postmodern approach which
values ‘mini narratives’ and a respect for situational developments which make no claim to
universality (Klages, 1997).
A continuing phenomena which may seem inconsistent in a postmodern international
education environment is the existence of international curriculum organizations, which, by
their very role, imply that there is a universal curriculum applicable to all regardless of
national or regional culture or history. This type of activity would seem to align more with a
colonial than postmodern environment in the promotion of totalizing forms of western
knowledge. Even worse (author’s bias) is that the recipients pay a significant amount of
money for the curriculum from a national budget which is invariably stretched.
In this context, the goal of this paper is to explore the use of the US standards in countries
other than the US and to determine their applicability and relevance. An initial focus that
may assist in achieving this goal is to examine the activities of the ITEA International
Centres that exist in Australia, Chile, Cyprus, Finland, Germany, Greece, Japan, New
Zealand, Netherlands, Scotland, Spain and Taiwan. These international centres have been
established to provide information about ITEA and its benefits through a nominated
‘ambassador’. Three of these centres: Germany, Finland and Taiwan have organized the
translation of the US standards into their national language.
The Chinese translation was organized by the ITEA International Centre in Taiwan, but
because of language variations is not used in Taiwan. The standards are available for sale
from the internet, but the extent of usage in China is not known.
In Finland the standards were translated to provide an additional source of information for
teachers, teacher trainers and curriculum decision makers about developments in the rest of
the world. The notion of ‘standards’ is not a part of the Finnish curriculum culture, and
technology does not have core or essential subject status. The Finnish professional
association for technology teachers does not promote the US standards as there is conflict
with their prevailing craft-industry focus. The standards are freely available electronically,
and many teachers are aware of their availability. There is evidence that they have been used
as a source of ideas in the development of the Science and the Handicrafts national
curriculum, and that teachers use them in developing school based programs. At least some
universities use them as a handbook in their teacher training programs.
In Germany, the translation of the standards is available as a book or it can be downloaded.
Not many teachers are aware of the standards, but some technology teacher educators are.
The structure of technology education in Germany is very similar to that of the US, but the
Association of German Engineers commissioned the elaboration and publication of standards
for technology education, and so when there is a need for a reference to standards, it is the
German standards that are noted. The US standards have had no recognized impact on
classroom teaching in Germany.
In an attempt to collect data to enable an answer to the research question, the ambassadors in
all the ITEA International Centres were contacted and asked to respond to a survey. Apart
from the above three countries in which Standards translations have taken place, responses
were received from Chile, Cyprus, New Zealand, Netherlands, Scotland and Spain. None of
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the centres in these countries actively promote the standards, although in Cyprus and New
Zealand, access to the standards information is promoted through a web link.
With the exception of Chile, the standards have had very little impact, if any, on the
development of curriculum within any of the countries. The new National curriculum of
Technology Education for 1-10 in Chile used the same general approach as the US Standards
which were used as a model for the curriculum. The standards have been referred to in
curriculum review meetings in Cyprus and Scotland. There are some similarities between the
standards and the curriculum in Scotland and the Netherlands, but there is strong teacher
resistance in Scotland to moving away from the current traditional approach to technology
education. In the Netherlands, the standards were developed before the US standards, and so
the similarities are the result of the fact that the underlying discussion and philosophical
basis is also similar.
Only in Cyprus and Spain have the standards had any influence on classroom teaching; in
Spain because some individual teachers use the standards and in Cyprus some instructional
support material has been developed based on the standards. In Chile, some technology
teacher training programs refer to the standards. The estimates of the numbers of teachers
who would be aware of the standards is very low, the highest being 25% in Cyprus.
An additional approach to answering the research question that has been adopted is to
compare the curriculum in a number of countries with the standards, not necessarily to
determine any causal effect, but to determine similarities. The countries chosen for this
comparison are New Zealand, South Africa and Seychelles.
New Zealand
The New Zealand Curriculum Framework (Ministry of Education, 1993) defines seven broad
essential learning areas, one of which is technology. The technology area describes learning
outcomes against which students' achievements can be assessed and each outcome is
described over eight progressive levels.
The general aims of technology education in Technology in the New Zealand Curriculum
(Ministry of Education, 1995) are to develop:
• technological knowledge and understanding,
• understanding and awareness of the interrelationship between technology and
society, and
• technological capability.
These three general aims provide a framework for developing the learning outcomes.
The technological areas through which these aims are achieved are: materials technology;
information and communication technology; electronics and control technology;
biotechnology; structures and mechanisms; process and production technology; and food
technology. Students are to study a range of these technological areas, each with its
associated knowledge
The importance given to an understanding of the interactions between technology and
society is a common element of the New Zealand curriculum and the US standards. One of
the three general aims in New Zealand is devoted to this understanding, and in the US
standards 4-7 deal with Technology and society.
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The division of the New Zealand technology curriculum into areas of (a) knowledge,
understanding and awareness and (b) capability are similar to the US standards division in to
cognitive standards (1-10) and process standards (11-20).
The New Zealand definition of the technological areas has some similarities with the process
standards described in the US standards. Common described areas include biotechnology,
information and communication technologies and production (US: manufacturing)
technology.
South Africa
Technology Education was introduced as a compulsory component of the South African
school curriculum in 1998. Technology (South Africa Department of Education, 2002).
consists of Learning Outcomes and associated Assessment Standards. Learning Outcomes
specify the core concepts, content and skills for each grade level and Assessment Standards
describe the minimum expected level of performance at each grade level.
Outcome 1 is the core outcome and lists the assessment standard for Technological Skills:
The learner is able to apply technological processes and skills ethically and responsibly
using appropriate Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). The standards in
this outcome are organised under five technological skills: Investigating, Designing, Making,
Evaluating and Communicating.
Learning Outcome 2 lists the assessment standard for Technological Knowledge and
Understanding: The learner is able to understand and apply relevant technological
knowledge ethically and responsibly. The standards in this outcome are organised under
three content areas: Structures, Processing, and Systems and Control (Mechanical and
Electrical/Electronic Systems).
Learning Outcome 3 lists the assessment standard for Technology in Society: The learner is
able to demonstrate an understanding of the inter-relationships between technology, society
and the environment. It is organised under the headings Indigenous Technology and Culture,
Impacts of Technology and Bias.
An obvious similarity between South Africa and the US standards is South Africa’s
Outcome 1: the application of a technological process and the US standards 8-11 about the
understanding of design. The use of the term design in the US is qualified in Standard 10 by
including troubleshooting, research and development, inventions and innovation and
experimentation in problem solving.
The focus on technology in society and the environment is also a common element: learning
Outcome 3 in South Africa and Standards 4-7 in the US. A possible departure in this area is
the South African focus on indigenous technologies – an internationally unique characteristic
of a national technology education curriculum.
While the broad heading areas of Structures, Processing, and Systems and control used in
South Africa are different, some of the more detailed content is similar to the US areas of
Construction technologies and Energy and Power technologies.
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Seychelles
Seychelles is a small country with a population of 86,000 spread over 116 islands in the
Indian Ocean. The preexisting Technical Studies national curriculum was revised in 20042005 and implemented as Technology and Enterprise in 2006. The brief for the new
curriculum was that it matches the manpower needs of the country and provides a structure
for future development.
The content of the new curriculum is outlined through thirteen context areas: agriculture,
biotechnology, business, construction, electronics, energy and power, engineering, textiles
and fashion, fisheries, food, health and welfare, hospitality and transportation. In each of
these context areas, students achieve outcomes in five areas: the technology process,
information and communication, skills, enterprise and society and environment.
The obvious similarities with this Seychelles curriculum and the US standards are in the
context areas of energy and power, agriculture, biotechnology, and transportation. In
Seychelles, Engineering is described as a context area whereas in the standards it is
described as a type of design. As in South Africa, Seychelles portrays the procedural
elements of the curriculum as the technology process while the US standards describe the
process as design. The final similarity is the importance of society and environment,
standards 4-7 in the US and one of five outcomes in Seychelles
Conclusion
A significant limitation of the applicability of the US standards to other countries is that the
majority of technology curriculum developments in countries around the world more
comprehensively deal with technology by including food technology and textiles technology
and design. As this is quite a separate area in the US it is not included in the US standards.
Terminology of course varies from country to country. The US is unique when compared
with the three countries referred to above in their use of benchmarks, as all three countries
use outcomes as an integral part of their curriculum, and South Africa sets assessment
standards for certain levels.
The US standards seem to have had little impact in the countries where an ITEA
International Centre exists, including those countries where the standards have been
translated into the national language. Access to the standards document seems ad hoc and
individually rather than organizationally based.
There are similarities between the US standards and the technology education curriculum of
the countries referred to above, as there no doubt would be with many other countries.
Compared with traditional curriculum subjects, technology is a recent development of the
last 25 years or so, therefore all the technology curricula have been developed within this
period of time. To the extent that there are similarities between countries, the issues that
stimulated the development of technology curriculum are also similar, and hence similarities
in the curricula are explicable.
Any curricula which is designed or revised is essentially based on what has gone before; it
builds on the foundation of social and technological understandings of the country in which
it is being developed and so reinforces postmodern notions of local integrity and relevance.
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Invariably curricula from other countries are consulted, and it is in this context that the
international usefulness of the US Standards exists. Given the significant (in terms of
funding and breadth of input) developmental process that was followed in devising the US
standards, they are a reflection of the thinking by the variety of input groups about what is
important in technology education for the US, and so will be an important resource for those
countries or states revising their technology curriculum framework. So it would seem that
the ways in which the US standards are both promoted and applied are consistent with a
postmodern view of the integrity of local cultures and developments, and the absence of an
essential and universal truth.
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2. A UNITED STATES PERSPECTIVE: 112 YEARS OF GRADUATE RESEARCH IN
TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
Philip A. Reed and David A. Sontos
Old Dominion University, Norfolk, USA

Technology education in the United States is continuing to transition from the industry based
courses of industrial arts into the broad based context of technology education. The release of
Standards for Technological Literacy: Content for the Study of Technology (International
Technology Education Association, 2000, 2002) has created a strong content foundation for this
transition. Additionally, outside organizations such as the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS), the National Academy of Engineering, and the National
Research Council have published materials documenting the importance of technology education
(see Cajas, 2000a; National Academy of Engineering & National Research Council, 2002;
National Research Council, 2002).
Despite a content base and a strong political climate, the call for research supporting technology
education practice is equally dominant within professional literature (see Lewis, 1999; Cajas,
2000a, 2000b; National Research Council, 2002). Colleges that prepare technology teachers need
to make sure graduates are receiving a quality education that is fundamentally sound. Likewise,
institutions with graduate programs and those that prepare technology teacher educators need to
keep abreast of current research in order to advance the profession. Thankfully, the internet has
greatly increased access to professional publications in technology education. The Digital
Library and Archives (DLA) project at Virginia Tech houses, among others, the Journal of
Technology Education, Journal of Industrial Teacher Education, Journal of Technology Studies,
and the journal Career and Technical Education Research (see
http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/ejournals/).
Graduate studies can be a second useful source for supporting technology education practice.
Tools such as Dissertation Abstracts Online/ProQuest (http://www.proquest.com/) and the
Technology Education Graduate Research Database (TEGRD) provide online access to a
significant amount of research that is often overlooked (Reed, 2002). This paper will discuss
graduate research in technology education from 1892-2005. General trends will be analyzed with
more specific discussion on the past five years.
Reviews of Research
A series of monographs on the review and synthesis of research in industrial
arts/technology education were published between1960-1994. These studies were not limited to
graduate research and provide significant insight into a thirty-four year span when the profession
was in considerable transition.
Streichler (1966) conducted the seminal Review and Synthesis spanning 1960-1966. In his
review of dissertations, theses, staff studies, personal research, periodical articles, yearbooks, and
speeches, he felt that the graduate work reviewed was not quality research. In his conclusions he
warned that institutions may be producing graduates that erroneously believe they are good
researchers. He also predicted that future research would focus on the significant number of
curriculum projects that occurred in the United States during the 1960’s. Householder and Suess
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(1969) also focused on the curriculum projects of the 1960’s even though their Review and
Synthesis only spanned 1966-1968.
A third Review and Synthesis spanned 1968-1979 and focused on ten areas: 1) the
philosophical bases of industrial arts, 2) industrial arts' unifying role, 3) the programmatic
aspects of industrial arts 4) curriculum, 5) the learning process, 6) instructional media, 7)
guidance, 8) facilities, equipment, and safety, 9) development of tests/instruments, interaction
analysis, program evaluation techniques, and the effects of evaluation, 10) teacher education, 11)
administration and supervision, and 12) professional concerns (Dyrenfurth & Householder,
1979). This review of research spans the greatest period and provides an excellent review prior to
the paradigm shift from industrial arts to technology education.
McCrory’s (1987) Review and Synthesis spans 1980-1986 in which the shift to
technology education takes place. Major sections were similar to previous reviews: history,
philosophy, and objectives; human resources related studies; status studies; curriculum; learning
process variables; instructional media, materials, and methods; student personnel and guidance;
facilities; evaluation; teacher education; administration and supervision; and professional
concerns. Findings showed a significant focus on curriculum and status studies. As with the
previous studies there was a continued recommendation for meaningful research to document
classroom practice (McCrory, 1987).
Zuga (1994) conducted the last Review and Synthesis which spanned from 1987-1993. The focus
was on published research in secondary through teacher education. She studied 220 research
papers of which 105 were dissertation abstracts. Of the studies she reviewed, fifty-three percent
of researchers were identified as teachers with teacher educators as the prime population used in
the research. Eighty-nine institutions submitted research reports of which at least eighteen
studies were identified with two or more institutions. Findings included:
•
•
•
•

The profession is overwhelmingly male.
There is little minority participation in the field.
Technology educators are concerned about standardizing credentials.
Forming habits while in college from teacher educator examples, technology
educators are not very active professionally, using reading as the most frequent
means of professional development.
• Technology educators seem to derive job satisfaction from the facilities,
equipment, tools, machines with which they work, and their salaries once they
overcome student teaching fears (Zuga, 1994).
Despite the shift in the United States to technology education in 1985, Zuga (1994) concluded
there was little change with regard to course content and teacher practice during the period
immediately following the shift. More importantly, as with the four preceding Reviews, there was
a call for meaningful research to support technology education theory and practice.
Research Databases
Several researchers have created databases of un-published research in order to highlight studies
that support technology education theory and practice. David L. Jelden went beyond the
published Reviews by outlining where and how to access research in various information
systems. This seminal work contained a comprehensive list of resources, strategies for searching
sources, and a self-test to help individuals understand all of the concepts outlined in the
monograph for locating research (Jelden, 1976).
11

Jelden built upon his early database work by creating a graduate research database for the
profession. He worked for years soliciting studies from higher education institutions and
searching mainframe databases to compile over 3,800 references dating back to 1910. The
American Council on Industrial Arts Teacher Education (ACIATE, now the Council on
Technology Teacher Education [CTTE]) and the National Association of Industrial and
Technical Teacher Education (NAITTE) supported his work. Many institutions subscribed to
Jelden's Abstracts because he provided yearly updates and corrections (Jelden, 1981). However,
the updates were discontinued in the early 1980’s, perhaps due to increasing access to databases
and personal computers.
Foster (1992) decided to pick up where Jelden left off and created an online database that
spanned from 1981-1992. By searching and visiting institutions listed in the NAITTE/CTTE
Directory (now the ITE directory, see http://teched.vt.edu/ctte/HTML/ITEDirectory.html), he
was able to compile a list of 573 graduate theses and dissertations. Foster’s work was supported
by the CTTE and provided the first online list of graduate research in the profession.
The Technology Education Graduate Research Database (TEGRD) was created in 2001 as a
comprehensive online list of graduate research. The TEGRD is based on the work of Jelden
(1981), Foster (1992), and Reed (2001). Creation of the TEGRD involved the electronic
conversion of Jelden’s index (author list) and the addition of Foster’s database. Finally,
Dissertation Abstracts Online was searched using the following terms: industrial arts, industrial
education, technology education, industrial technology, trade & industrial education, manual
training, and industrial vocational education (Reed, 2001). The Dissertation Abstracts Online
search helped locate work prior to Jelden’s, assisted in completing entries from Jelden’s list, and
picked up where Foster concluded his database. Table 1 shows the results of the initial TEGRD.
Other search terms will likely need to be added in the future. For example, the current focus on
pre-engineering in programs such as Project Lead the Way and the Infinity Project are sure to
spawn research. Additionally, the interdisciplinary approach advocated by Standards for
Technological Literacy (ITEA 2000, 2002) and projects focusing on Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) integration are also likely to produce research.
Table 1. Contributions to the TEGRD by researcher (Reed, 2001)
Researcher
Years Contributed
Jelden (1981)
1910-1981
Foster (1992)
1981-1992
Reed (2001)
1892-2000

Number of Entries
3,873
573
813

The TEGRD is available in two formats from the Council on Technology Teacher
Education (CTTE) website (http://www.teched.vt.edu/ctte/). The initial research is available as a
monograph in PDF format and spans 1892-2000. The second format is an online, searchable
database that is updated on a regular basis. Both the print and online versions of the TEGRD
contain citations of graduate work and do not contain research content or abstracts due to
copyright laws. The citations are in a modified American Psychological Association (APA)
format and contain the following fields:
•
•

Whenever possible, the first field uses the complete name instead of initials
(including Sr., Jr., III, et cetera).
The date field.
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•
•
•

The title field (including a notation for multi-volume works).
The type of document (thesis or dissertation) and the degree granting institution.
The final field contains either the Dissertation Abstracts Online Accession
Number, Dissertation Abstracts International reference, or highlights that the
document is not available from University Microfilms International (UMI) (Reed,
2001)

Two recent research projects added seventy-eight entries to the TEGRD from the period 19992005. Reed (2005) searched Dissertations Abstracts Online using the seven terms from the
original construction of the database. Sontos (2005) conducted a survey of graduate degree
granting institutions listed in the ITE Directory (Schmidt, 2004). Table 2 lists the number of
recent entries to the TEGRD.
Table 2. Recent TEGRD additions by year.
Year
Studies in the TEGRD from
New TEGRD Additions
Previous Updates
(Reed, 2005; Sontos, 2005)
1999
17
1
2000
25
9
2001
15
4
2002
3
14
2003
0
23
2004
0
19
2005
0
8
a
This number only represents studies added through the summer of 2005.

Total Studies
18
34
19
17
23
19
8a

Figure 1 highlights the number of entries in the TEGRD by year (Note that there are
actually 5,530 entries in the database but only 5,526 in Figure 1 because four entries are not
dated). This illustration highlights the significant amount of research that has been completed
over a substantial period of time. Hopefully, the profession can use and build upon this research
base to support technology education theory and practice. A greater effort needs to be made to
have graduate students publish their research.
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Figure 1. The number of TEGRD entries by year (Reed, 2005).
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Discussion and Recommendations
The TEGRD provides a wealth of research and data but can only be useful if it is analyzed and
used in meaningful ways (Reed, 2002). One point to observe about Figure 1 is the bell shaped
curve. A significant amount of research was conducted between the mid 1960’s and the mid
1990’s. It is interesting to note that Householder and Suess’ (1969) Review and Synthesis only
spanned two years but highlighted a 1968 conference on research. It is probable that such a focus
on research, as well as the curriculum projects and funding of the 1960’s, contributed to this
surge in graduate research. More importantly however, are the conclusions made by the authors
of the Review and Synthesis studies. These Review studies spanned this thirty-year period almost
exactly yet all of the authors concluded that there needed to be more significant research.
Obviously the amount of research during this period is deceptive when analyzed against it’s
quality, at least in the eyes of the Review and Synthesis authors.
Several other interesting points can be highlighted with Figure 1. For example, some of the
earliest entries emphasize applications for manual training and science (Russell, 1896) as well as
the inclusion of females (Battle, 1899; Steves, 1910). These studies show that these topics have
been around for a long time. A comprehensive review of the database would likely yield
significant data on these topics as well as other important problems and issues.
The TEGRD is almost exclusively populated with graduate research from the United States. A
significant effort is needed to make the database a global tool with the addition of more
international theses and dissertations. A second area of need is the inclusion of theses. Of the
5,530 entries, 4,897 are doctoral dissertation, 460 are masters or specialist theses, and for 173
studies the document type is not known. The TEGRD editor is planning a series of calls through
PATT and ITEA/CTTE meetings and listservs in an effort to increase the numbers of theses and
international studies. Specifically, the editor would like advisors to submit studies that have been
conducted at their institution.
Table 3 lists select graduate institutions in the United States and their respective number of
entries in the TEGRD. It is important to note that some institutions are significantly reducing or
eliminating programs (i.e. University of Maryland, West Virginia University) while others are
expanding graduate programs (i.e. Old Dominion University, Ball State University). A more indepth analysis on graduate programs in the United States could be undertaken by analyzing the
current and past ITE directories (see http://teched.vt.edu/ctte/HTML/ITEDirectory.html) in
conjunction with TEGRD studies listed by year and institution.
In a recent study, Sontos (2005) conducted a survey to highlight graduate research in the United
States from 2000-2005. Twenty graduate institutions in the U.S. were identified from the
Industrial Teacher Education Directory (ITE), 42nd edition (Schmidt, 2004) and sent instruments
to collect information on their graduate research. Of the twenty institutions solicited, fifteen
responded back, presenting a response rate of seventy-five percent. Of the fifteen respondents,
five institutions reported they had no technology education dissertations or no longer had a
technology education program. Of the remaining ten institutions, there were a total of fifty-nine
dissertations identified. The dissertations were collected and categorized into the following
groups: curriculum, continuing education, instruction, professional development, and attitudes.
These categories were created by Zuga (1994), where a total of 105 dissertation abstracts were
reviewed. Table 4 lists the number of studies reviewed by Sontos (2005) in each of these
categories.
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Table 3: Select graduate institutions and their respective number of studies in the TEGRD
through 2005.
Institution
Number of Studies in the TEGRD
Ball State University
8
California (State University System of)
264
Clemson University
8
Harvard University
12
Idaho State University
13
Iowa State University
115
Millersville University
170
New York University
202
North Carolina State University
70
Oklahoma State University
112
Old Dominion University
4
Pennsylvania State University
127
Purdue University
59
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
69
Stanford University
31
The Ohio State University
283
University of Maryland
145
University of Minnesota
129
University of Missouri
364
University of Northern Colorado
175
University of Wisconsin, Madison
44
Utah State University
56
Vanderbilt University
10
Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University
76
West Virginia University
63
Yale University
5
Sontos (2005) found that instruction was the leading topic of research between 2000-2005. By
contrast, Zuga (1994) found that curriculum was the leading research topic between 1987-1993.
However, since both instruction and curriculum have similar elements, it is possible that the
studies in both periods could be classified in either category. A comparison of all studies was not
made to determine if there was consistency across both reviews.
One finding that both Zuga (1994) and Sontos (2005) revealed is that little research was being
performed at the elementary level. A total of twenty-six research papers, or forty-four percent,
were done on the college level. It should also be noted that Zuga (1994) included professional
literature in her research which provided a much larger base, 220 studies, to form her
conclusions versus the total of fifty-nine dissertations by Sontos (2005).
Zuga (1994) also noted the lack of female participation in technology education, prefixed by the
fact that females were more convinced that technology was a male endeavor. Only three of the
dissertations reviewed by Sontos (2005) dealt with the area of female activity in technology
education, further adding to Zuga’s (1994) claim of male dominance in the field. Additionally,
studies reviewed by Zuga (1994) showed that few researchers attempted to justify
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Table 4. 2000-2005 technology education dissertations in the United States (Sontos, 2005)
Categories
Number of Studies Percentage
Attitudes
7
12%
Instruction (how)
17
29%
Curriculum (what)
5
8%
Continuing Education
2
3%
Professional Develop.
8
14%
Foreign
11
19%
Work-based Education
9
15%

the effectiveness of technology education. However, Sontos (2005) found fourteen dissertations
(24%) that contained research on the effectiveness of technology education instruction. This is a
positive trend considering the repeated calls for research on technology education practice.
Although the findings of Sontos (2005) are mixed, it can be used to make several important
points. First, the TEGRD has averaged 20 graduate studies per year over the last six years.
Unfortunately, few graduate students publish their work so reviews of graduate research can
demonstrate that there is meaningful research being conducted. This is particularly important
since there has not been a comprehensive Review and Synthesis published since 1994. Secondly,
such reviews can be used to focus lines of inquiry. With access to Dissertation Abstracts online
and the TEGRD, researchers now have unprecedented access to un-published research. And,
given the online access to published research, researchers must make the connections and
document the existing research that supports technology education theory and practice.
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Introduction
Design involves iterative interaction of the mind and the hand (Kimbell, 1996). The designer
is a reflective practitioner, interacting with the tools and resources of design (Schön, 1983).
The growing research in the area of computer supported co-operative work (CSCW) has led
to seeing design as a collaborative approach rather than as an individual activity. The role of
cognitive processes like reasoning, creativity and thinking in the collaborative design activity
has been mostly studied in specific domains like graphic design and architecture. In design
situations, co-ordinated learning and work practices are seen to evolve through
communication that is mediated and organised by artefacts (Perry and Sanderson, 1998).
Rogoff (1998), who has reviewed the research on collaborative learning and cognition, has
emphasized the need for analysis of classroom activity on the personal, interpersonal and
community or institutional planes to give a rich and complete understanding of the cognitive
processes involved. Studies on classroom activities have shown that it helps student designers
to gather a wide range of problem-related information (problem scoping) before they explore
design alternatives while they are working on a problem, which has been set in their context
(Atman, et al 2003).
Design involves visual thinking and the constructive use of mental imagery, which are of
particular relevance in problem solving. The role of language in describing shapes, concepts
and spatial arrangements is very significant and holds potential for linking thought to action
(Solomon and Hall, 1996). Mental images may be shared without use of language, as in the
case of exploratory sketches used by designers to share design ideas. The inherently
incomplete nature of doodles and exploratory sketches makes them open for manipulations
and spatial transformations with inputs from fellow designers (Richardson, 1983). These are a
form of interactive imagery (Goldschmidt, 1994). They provide cues for retrieving new
information and re-interpretation (Hope, 2000; Fleer, 2000) and assist ‘collective cognition’
(Anning, 1997).
Designers use models and codes that rely heavily on graphic images, like diagrams, sketches
and technical drawing, to aid internal thinking as well as to share design ideas and making
instructions (Cross, 1982). Technical drawings are part of the psychological tool set that
mediate human learning (Vygotsky, 1982:137, cited in Cole and Wertsch, 1996). Anning
(1997) and Nwoke (1993) advocate an exposure to technical drawings among students to
serve several learning goals: to develop design and drafting concepts, creativity and spatially
related problem-solving abilities.
D&T education as a part of general education
According to Cross (1982), design is a third culture, different from the culture of science and
that of the humanities and the arts. He emphasized the need for integrating this design culture
in the general education. Design has been included variously within D&T, technology or craft
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education as part of general education in different countries. The D&T education in the UK
aimed at building technology capability, is based on the Assessment of Performance Unit
(APU) project, includes features like the contexts, hierarchy and structuring the tasks, an
extent of pupil autonomy, incorporating the iteration of action and reflection, collaboration
allowing individual differences and maximising progression (Kimbell, 1996). Rowell (2004)
advocates a technological stance in classrooms, which encourages capability building and
still views technology activity as collective and social, situated in a community of learners in
which knowledge is co-constructed. She emphasises the importance of both conceptual and
procedural knowledge of and for technology (McCormick, 1997), which is gained through
appropriate classroom practices.
The US Technology Content Standards and the included benchmarks prescribe the content
knowledge and abilities that students should acquire to be technologically literate (ITEA,
2000). Design forms one of the five strands of the standards, and includes cognitive
understanding of design process with an emphasis on the attributes of design, the engineering
design process, and other problem solving approaches.
In India, neither design nor technology exists as a subject in the present school curricula.
Except in the context of scientific diagrams and geometric constructions, devoting school
time to drawings is seen as taking away from subjects like science and mathematics. Recent
textbooks of the NCERT (apex national body for school education) portray technology as
artefacts made by application of scientific laws and principles. Besides being an excessively
narrow view of technology, it does not expose students to technologies that not only are
manifest as products, processes and systems but as knowledge and activities as well. The
technology-as-applied-science view de-emphasises design, as well as the skills, knowledge
and values associated with technology as a human endeavour.
Though design has been considered a domain of activity for people across all cultures and all
ages (Cross, 1982; Roberts, 1994), there is insufficient research on the nature and structure of
design activities of school students (naïve designers) and their cognitive implications. In the
Indian context rich in socio-cultural diversity, it would be relevant to study the nature of
communication and collaboration within design-and-make activities and the role of sociocultural factors. A study at HBCSE on design and technology (D&T) education for middle
school students attempted to explore some research questions about design and the role of
communication and collaboration as middle school students carried out D&T units.
Objectives of our study
This paper reports on the considerations that went into structuring three D&T units, the trials
of which were conducted among middle school students in three socio-cultural settings. The
research questions about design included the following: What kinds of design productions
emerge when middle school students engage collaboratively in selected semi-structured
design-and-make activities? What do students’ design productions reveal about their design
ideas and what insights do they offer about their cognitive activities? What role does the
context, urban or rural, socio-economic and linguistic settings play in students’ design
productions and ideas?
The design productions of one of the units were analysed to understand the cognitive
processes. Our findings reported here show students’ cognitive activities as they engage in
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the design process, their use of technical drawings and their problem solving strategies
(points of alignment with the US standards in design). The cognitive activities are discussed
in terms of the graphicacy skills and the visuo-spatial reasoning. Analysis of their productions
also reveals how the structure of the unit, the sequencing and nature of tasks, the structured
communication and collaborative approach has influenced their design.
Methodology
Three prototypical D&T units were developed that could engage urban and rural Indian
middle school students. The units were making a bag to carry a certain weight, making a
model of working windmill to lift a given weight, and making puppets and collectively
staging a puppet show.
The selection of a sample for the three D&T units included students from a range of sociocultural settings and schools with different language of instruction. The themes for the D&T
unit are diverse: the technological activities range from a product of daily use, a mechanical
object to dynamic objects part of a larger system. Each unit included some tasks that required
to be done collectively by the class while other tasks needed collaboration within smaller
groups. The nature and sequence of tasks was designed to encourage collaboration and
communication among students and researchers. This helped generate records of the design
activity in the form of productions and explicit actions available for analysis. The language
for instruction was the same as the medium of learning and instruction in schools. Each unit
was carried out in every setting for over 15 hours spread over a span of 5 days. The units
were presented in the same sequence, but at different times for the three settings.
Sample: The study included Indian middle school students, studying in Grade 6 (age 11 to 14
years), from three distinct socio-cultural settings: an urban Marathi medium school, an urban
English medium school and a tribal (rural) Marathi medium school. These schools were
selected to include diverse socio-cultural settings and the two different languages of
instruction, namely English and Marathi, the language of the State. About 20 students from
each of the schools volunteered to participate in the trials of the three D&T units. The sample
distribution is given in Table1. An equal number of boys and girls were ensured. The D&T
trials required students to form collaborative groups consisting of 3 to 4 individuals each. The
groups were of three different kinds: two all-girls group, two all-boys groups and two mixed
groups (consisting of equal number of boys and girls).
Table 1: Sample details
Boys Girls Total
English
Urban Marathi
Tribal (rural)

10
09
12

09
13
12

19
22
24

Language of
interaction
English
Marathi
Marathi

Location of
trials
HBCSE
HBCSE
Tribal residential
school

Designing the D&T units
The structure of the units and plan for classroom practice draws inspiration from the
Assessment of Performance Unit (APU) project (Kimbell, 1996) and the technological stance
for technology education suggested by Rowell (2004).
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Each unit, set in a familiar context included a variety of tasks and sub-tasks that helped make
it gender fair. There was scope for using a range of material resources, skills and concepts.
The units were sequenced in increasing complexity of concepts and skills for middle school
students (naïve designers) without any formal exposure to design activities. The structure of
each unit afforded a mix of tasks, some to be done by individuals and some in groups.
Specific criteria used for the design of three units of increasing complexity is summarised in
Table 2. The units selected for the study are underlined in the table.
Table 2: Summary of criteria used in selecting three prototype D&T units
Criteria for design of the unit
Prototype D&T units
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technology as product
Simple and familiar object of everyday use
A static object, single component or a simple assembly
of a few components
Used by an individual
Knowledge of familiar materials
Simple skills of estimation, measurement, drawing,
cutting, fastening

Design and make:
a bag,
a kite,
a pencil box,
a boomerang,
a paper-plane

Technology as process
Complex object, set in a familiar context
A dynamic object, a multi-component assemblage
Used by community/ group of people
Knowledge of materials and compatibility, knowledge
of elementary mechanics
Complex skills of visualization, representation, tool
handling, and assembly of components

Design and make:
a model of a windmill,
a cart,
an airplane,
a terrarium,
a herbarium

Technology as system
Set of objects as part of a familiar system
Dynamic objects within a system (static or mobile)
Used by group and community/ society
Knowledge of mechanics, materials, and sensitivity to
aesthetics, socio-cultural settings and behaviour
Complex skills of visualization, representation, tool
handling, and assembly of components, fine
manipulation and co-ordination

Design and make:
puppets and stage a
show,
a model of recreation
park for people with
special needs

This paper reports on students’ productions in the unit on making a windmill model. Besides
emphasizing the process facet of technology, this unit is complex involving an assembly of
several components of which three, tower, axle and vanes, needed elaborate design. The
working windmill model (different from the static bag) required students to incorporate
several design considerations like the vane structure, smooth movement of vanes, mass
distribution of the tower, etc., as well as aspects of construction and assembly. The unit
required students to consider the internal (individual) constraints like the choice of
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appropriate materials as well as the external (system) constraints like height of the tower,
weight of the axle and vane assembly, which would ensure the functioning of the windmill.
Trials of a D&T unit: model of a windmill
The unit on designing and making a windmill model, like the other two D&T units, was
based on the collaboration and communication centred model. The trial of the unit was
structured in terms of a sequence of tasks: Motivation and investigation, Exploration of
design, Technical drawing, Planning to make, Making and Evaluating. (Choksi, et al, 2006)
These tasks had fuzzy boundaries and overlaps. Exploration of design started students off on
designing, which continued into the subsequent tasks. The structuring of these units for
classroom practice was guided by cognitive issues and design aspects. The tasks and the
design issues within each are discussed below.
Motivation and investigation: The first task was to set up the goal of the unit, negotiate
constraints for the design and make activities to follow and engage students in a problem
scoping (gathering information relevant to a problem) activity. All the students participated
actively as the researcher narrated a story with scope for gathering students’ ideas and
descriptions of familiar contexts, like the objects and events in a fair in a city or village. The
story led to a problem situation, for which making of a windmill model to lift a given weight
was the solution.
Students, individually and in groups, gathered information about the structure and functional
attributes of windmills using a variety of sources like books, magazines and newspapers.
Groups of students were shown photographs and drawings of windmill models, computer
animations and movie clips. They were primed to notice structural and functional aspects of
the windmill that would help them formulate design better. A toy windmill (firki), which was
part of the story narrative, was given to individual students. They handled it and each student
drew it from a front and a lateral view (object drawing). This gave students opportunities to
explore the structural and functional details of a familiar and related object, and they were
requested to share their ideas with all others. Each group had to write a description or a poem
on a windmill.
Exploration of design: While each group of students explored the design of their windmill
model, they negotiated the ideas that emerged within the group through discussions as well as
sketches, gestures and other non-verbal modes of expression. They began by engaging in
discussions and making “doodles”, the precursors of exploratory sketches. While in some
groups, individuals made exploratory sketches, they had to negotiate with the other members
to get it accepted even in a modified form. Other groups worked collectively, all members
simultaneously sketching all over the page leaving very little graphical spaces1. The evolution
of the sketches, especially in such “team sketches”, showed evidence of “collective
cognition” (Anning, 1997). Exploration of design started students off on designing and
students redesigned or modified their original designs right up to the making and evaluation
tasks.

1

Graphical space is the space between graphic elements, analogous to the space between two words in text
(Tversky, 2002)
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Technical drawing: A technical drawing allowed abstraction of relevant features using
appropriate conventions to depict dimensions and details, without the effort involved in
shading and drawing perspectives. Students were given an exposure by way of a formal hourlong session on the use of conventions of depicting dimensions of object parts and units, of
measurement using dashed and dotted lines, leaders and arrows. It was presented to them as a
language that helped designers, engineers and architects to depict details of an object,
overcoming the limitations of verbal language. The session included depiction of objects of
various materials and shapes. Each group had to make a drawing of their conceived windmill
model design using the conventions of technical drawing.
The technical drawing, one by each group, was made by a student, who the group believed
was good at drawing. Other members in such groups advised on the aspects to be included in
the drawing. Groups used rulers and other instruments in the school geometry box to make
their depictions neat. The choice of perspective in the technical drawing was left to the
students. Groups had to give a list of materials required for making their windmill model.
Students knew that these resources would be provided to each group for the making task.
Each group indicated the material of each part and the quantity of material required to make it
either as labels on the drawing, as a separate list or in the form of a table. Some groups even
included tools in their list.
Planning to make: Each group had to provide a step-by-step procedure (procedural map) for
making their windmill model. An exemplar procedural map, for making a toy windmill or a
decorative lantern, showing the description of steps with corresponding illustrations, was
displayed in the class. The students could study it.
Members of each group helped each other in visualising and organising the anticipated
actions and produced the procedural map for their group’s windmill. In most groups, one of
the group members drew the illustrations for each step and another wrote the corresponding
descriptions, at the same time. Other members of the group supervised and gave suggestions.
Each group had to assign sub-tasks to each member. They sometimes assigned based on skills
typically associated with the individuals (carpentry work to some and cardboard or metal
sheet cutting to others) and at other times they made random assignment.
Each group of students presented its design (technical drawing) and plan of making including
materials and task distribution to all the groups. The feedback was used to modify design,
materials or procedure depending on the suggestions made.
Making: Most groups worked as “teams” towards construction of their windmill models, as
all members collaborated in achieving their common goal. The members willingly took up
responsibilities, helped each other in activities like cutting, boring, etc., besides the sub-task
they had been assigned. During the making, groups took decisions about the workability of
their vane structure, the mobility of the vanes and the strength of the tower. After making
their windmill model, they tested its working using an experimental set-up. They tabulated
the conditions under which it worked and its maximum efficiency in terms of a few relevant
parameters like distance from a constant speed wind source, the maximum weight it can lift
and the rate at which it can lift. Ensuring that their windmill models worked involved the
groups in redesigning at all stages of making.
Evaluating: The product, which was a windmill model that worked when there was wind and
could lift a given weight, was evaluated. The groups used an experimental set-up, consisting
of a blower set at constant wind speed and a stool with angle markings, to test the working of
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their model. Some of the models failed to work or broke down. These groups redesigned their
models, sometimes with helpful suggestions from other groups, and made the models work.
A sheet with a list of possible criteria including the table for noting test data as well as
properties like dimensions, sturdiness, aesthetics, etc. were provided to the students. Each
group evaluated their own model and those of other groups using the given criteria. This
provided students an opportunity to appraise designs and realise the merits and demerits of
design alternatives used to address the problem.
Students were asked to present the product evaluation to the class. They talked of their
product properties, stated its weaknesses, the problems they had encountered while making
and how they had solved them. In addition, they gave suggestions for improving the quality
of other groups’ products.
The communication and collaboration centred model of D&T units provided students several
opportunities to express, negotiate and critique the designs and products of their peers.
Individuals negotiated the design within their group and groups defended their design and
product to other groups, while critically examining others’ designs and products. Unlike what
has been reported in a few studies in D&T education, where students found it difficult to talk
about technological activity (Fleer, 2000), the D&T units in our study were “designed” to
encourage communication, whether initiated by the researchers (structured) or spontaneous
ones within and outside groups (unstructured). The diversity in tasks and productions, like
writing and reciting poems and descriptions, doodling, sketching, designing and making a
product, elicited a variety of modes of expression and generated a variety of data. Among the
data were the design productions: sketches generated during the exploration of design,
technical drawings and procedural maps.
Analysis
The design productions in the D&T unit on designing and making a windmill model to carry
a given weight, which were made by the total of 19 groups from three socio-cultural settings,
were either elicited by instructions or spontaneously generated. Based on Schon’s (1983)
reflective practice theoretical framework, Barkman (2001) characterised the design process
among expert designers by four kinds of activities: naming, framing, moving and reflecting.
These ideas gave us useful insights in looking at the design process among groups of students
who are naïve designers.
Students, working in groups, first named or identified the main issues in the problem and
made a choice for what they thought mattered in the design situation. In their exploratory
sketches, most groups of students focused on the vane or tower structure.
Students attempted to frame the problem in terms of some of its parameters, like the materials
they can use for the vane and tower structures, or the function of the windmill and the
feasibility of a component serving this function. Even as groups of students explored their
design they seemed to weigh the consequences of their design decisions and move from one
alternative to another. This was seen from several alternate vane structures in the design
explorations along with sketches of assembly and even lines indicating motion.
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The design productions gave evidence of students evaluating their moves and frames. This
led to construction of another move or reframing the design situation. In the productions of
one group, the vane structure, in the form of a composite “cross” was arrived at after much
framing and moving activities, that is after reflection. They had considered, as seen from their
sketches and labels, the assembly of two flat segments of wood, the tools, and the process to
be employed for making it.
Design productions are a window to the cognitive activity involved in the design practices of
naïve designers. The use of visuo-spatial skills in thinking and reasoning are reflected in
designers’ diagrams, a key to effective collaborative problem-solving (Heiser, Tversky, and
Silverman, 2004). In the study reported here, groups of students interacted with each other,
and negotiated ideas. While doing so they constructed mental representations, which were
externalised in the form of design productions. Their representations and the externalised
design productions were mirrors of their thoughts and served as constructive aids in the
design process. The productions placed limits on the transformations of objects they were
depicting, as students selected and structured the information available to them (Tversky,
2002).
The different kinds of productions served different purposes of design. The productions as
well as the design got progressively refined. Analysis of these productions gave insights into
some of the cognitive activities in students’ design engagement.
Evidences of cognitive activity in students’ design productions
Students generated three kinds of design productions: exploratory sketches, technical
drawings and procedural maps. These productions were analyzed for students’ cognitive
activities indicated in them. Students’ designs are characterised here in terms of graphicacy
skills and evidences of visuo-spatial reasoning as listed in Table 3. The differences in the
design characteristics of students’ productions from different settings are also discussed
under the corresponding design features.
Table 3: Design characteristics and features in the productions that indicate them
Design characteristics
Indicative design features
Graphicacy in design productions
• use of symbols and icons
• from 3-D (3 dimensions) to 2-D and
perspective choice
Visuo-spatial reasoning
• analogical reasoning
• symmetry, tessellation and
repetitions
• evolution of design ideas
• making and redesigning
Graphicacy in design productions
Graphicacy is the ability to understand and present information in the form of sketches,
diagrams, plans, charts, and other non-textual, two-dimensional formats. The information
conveyed may be representative of what we see (object drawings) or more abstract. Abstract
information may be spatial (maps, plans and technical drawings) or numerical (tables, graphs)
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(Aldrich and Shepard, 2000). In the design productions, students from all settings, no matter
how detailed or brief in their depictions, displayed skills of graphicacy to varying degrees; of
making sketches, drawing diagrams using annotating and labelling conventions, and choice
of perspective.
The urban groups were more prolific in making exploratory sketches than the tribal groups,
who had a tendency to erase and redraw on the same paper, even though they were instructed
to retain all their rough work. Their tendency to be conservative in the use of resources
limited our access to records of their design ideas.
The procedural maps for the windmill designs varied in content and level of details for the
urban and tribal school students. In general, the urban groups had neater illustrations and
brief descriptions of each step in making. Tribal groups had detailed descriptions for each
step and included dimensional aspects in the description rather than in the illustrations. The
tribal and urban Marathi students were very methodical in terms of the general layout. They
demarcated the margins, drew boxes, made illustrations and wrote descriptions within it.
Use of symbols and icons: Naïve designers in this study invented graphical symbols, like
hazy lines, circles and over tracing, to depict components or motion. It is interesting that
different student groups used similar symbols. However, a symbol like a curved line was used
in different contexts, by the same group, with different meanings: motion, tentativeness in a
component structure, or isolation of exploratory sketches one from another. An urban Marathi
group used circular lines around the vane assembly to suggest motion and at the foot of the
tower to represent a disc or base-like structure. Some English groups used hazy and
discontinuous lines to suggest tentative poles and vanes. Such selective and specific use of
graphical symbols has been reported in professional designer’s sketches in studies on design
and visual thinking processes (Cross, 1984; Do & Gross; 2001).
Students’ productions from the different settings varied in levels of detailing and use of
conventions. The English groups and urban Marathi groups had annotations in their technical
drawings, which depicted dimensions and units, leaders and arrows and neat labels. Fewer
tribal groups had annotations in their technical drawings, while most groups had problems
using the technical conventions of leaders and arrows. In their procedural maps, the English
groups used referent labels, showed icons of tools (hammer, scissors) and making actions.
Some of the tribal and urban Marathi groups included “measuring and marking” as a
significant step in planning and making in both drawings and descriptions. A tribal group
depicted a measuring device (ruler) with detailed markings alongside a wooden piece to show
its length, but did not align the zero of the ruler with the end of the piece.
From 3-D (3 dimensions) to 2-D and perspective choice: Students chose to draw in their
technical drawings a lateral perspective that could be used to depict more details of the
assembly over a frontal one that would occlude most parts. Students resorted to spatial
reasoning in resolving problems of diagrammatic representation of 3-dimensional objects.
They used multiple perspectives to show different components in the same drawing: several
groups showed all the vanes (a perspective between frontal and lateral) in their technical
drawing in which the rest of the components were shown in the lateral view. When a group
ran into a difficulty depicting a composite vane of two flat, mutually perpendicular segments,
they resolved it by depicting it as a flag-like structure from a frontal perspective.
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Most urban groups, and two tribal groups found ways of indicating depth in their drawing
using imaginary base lines and size differences between the object parts in front and back: a
tower shown with two longer, thicker, front poles and two shorter, thinner back poles. More
tribal than urban groups’ productions had x-ray drawings, though it is reported that students
above nine years of age do not normally make x-ray drawings (Anning, 1997). However,
some tribal groups did use selective occlusion and dashed lines for occluded parts in their
depictions. The presence of x-ray drawings, and more in our tribal sample, may indicate a
lack of exposure in some settings to graphics in the formal design context.
Visuo-spatial reasoning
In the context of collaborative design, drawings make public the private thoughts of
individuals so that they become available for collective use and revision within and outside
groups. The design productions inform us; through the shifts in design ideas and resources
used and are a window to the thought in the design and plan of an artifact.
Evidences for visuo-spatial reasoning were seen at several points in students design. This
could be more readily seen when illustrations depicting spatial arrangements were
accompanied by verbal descriptions, as in students’ procedural maps. Producing technical
drawings and procedural maps involve another important aspect of visuo-spatial reasoning in
the design context, namely, functional reasoning: dimensioning the components and their
parts, matching the dimensions to their relative sizes and functions. Problems in students’
functional reasoning were indicated by the mismatch between the specified lengths of
different segments of a vane and its total dimension. An urban Marathi group showed the
three segments of a strip in a (two-strip) cross as 5 cm each, while the total strip length was
shown as 10 cm.
Students used their language skills to communicate their design ideas to their peers and as
they tried to be clearer and unambiguous, they developed the language of design and
technology. They often used the non-relative orientations “vertical” and “horizontal”,
described shapes of components as “cylinder shaped” and referred to relative proportions like
“equal parts” or “a hole the size of a nail”.
Students used the technique of selective abstraction, a term used for reducing some
components in a complex assembly to icons in order to facilitate elaboration of other aspects
of the assembly. Some urban groups represented the vanes as sticks while conceiving the
complex assembly of vanes, tower poles and the axle. Such evidences suggest students’
mental operations that facilitate thinking, reasoning and enable effective communication of
information in collaborative student groups. Collaborative completion of design production
was typically observed in urban groups. A sentence started by one student was completed by
another, a description by one student was depicted as an illustration by another and an
illustration by one student was modified by another.
Analogical reasoning: The use of analogies by some groups in all three settings was indicated
in their exploratory sketches. This was corroborated by video records of discussions among
group members, use of select objects around them and non-verbal communication. An
English group used a five-pointed “star” to represent the vane structure in their design
exploration. A tribal group used the analogue of the size of a thick nail to describe the size of
a hole in the wooden block in their procedural map. Students used objects around them to
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explain the envisaged structures during negotiations within groups. An urban Marathi group
used two rulers positioned in a cross to indicate the arrangement of their vanes, while another
group used a ruler to represent its tower and showed the position of a hole for the axle. Novel
objects in their surroundings such as a tripod camera stand (brought by the researchers for
video recordings) inspired the tower design of a couple of groups.
Symmetry, tessellation and repetitions: All groups of students designed symmetric vane
structures. Most groups had even number of vanes from the beginning of design exploration.
It was interesting that those who started with an odd number of vanes soon moved to an even
number. The vane and tower structures involved making and assembly of several identical
parts. Students had to cut out these identical parts from sheets of material, say wood, foil, etc.
Only a few groups tessellated the shape of the part on the sheet to economise on material use
(see Figure 1). All others planned to cut each shape in isolation: like all triangular shapes
arranged with bases along the same edge of the sheet. Recognising the tessellation possibility
while making the procedural map required mental rotation and reorientation of imaginary
objects and the motivation would come from sensitivity to economic use of resources.
Though all groups used symmetry in their design, they did not us it to advantage in the plan
for making or while cutting materials to shape. They depicted the identical shapes as many
times as they occurred in their component: the vane was drawn four times to show that four
vanes had to be made before assembly. Most groups did not recognise that a single vane with
an annotation for making four pieces could have served the purpose.
Figure 1: Economy of resource use achieved by tessellation
(a) Markings on a wooden block
(b) Partial tessellation of wooden pieces for
for four poles of the tower
the four sides of a tower

Evolution of design ideas in design productions: The designs among all groups evolved in
two major ways: in terms of shifts in shapes and assembly of components and shifts in
material choices. Early in the exploration of design, a number of ideas were negotiated both
through verbal and non-verbal communications as well as sketches. Some ideas disappeared
from the sketches, while others were refined through the design process, indicating students’
evolving ideas and cognitive shifts. An English group started with a composite vane structure
in the shape of a five-pointed star; then decided to broaden its vertices and the structure
evolved into four truncated pyramidal vanes held together with glue. Similar shape
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transformations included extensions of vane length, moving from smoothly curved ends to
acute vertices.
Students considered possibilities of materials for each component and changed their choices
during the process of designing. In an English group, the vane changed from a flat, truncated
pyramidal shape to be made from a sheet (of cardboard or foil) to plastic spoons, and from a
tower made of wooden blocks to a bottle filled with pebbles. In an urban Marathi group, a tin
container filled with sand replaced the square-like wooden box for a tower.
Making and redesigning: Students had, from exploring design, through technical drawings to
producing the procedural maps, anticipated the making actions. They had considered how
they would assemble the components, the tools they would use and how they would make the
vanes move smoothly or the tower stable. Their ideas were refined by inputs from their peers
during communication of their designs.
Diversity in designs was observed more among the English groups than in the other settings.
The urban groups designed using a range of materials for different components of their
windmills: styrofoam, wooden ice-cream sticks, metal foils, tin containers, wood and plastic.
The tribal groups, on the other hand largely used wood, cardboard and metal foils. This
difference in variety was reflected in the choice of materials for joining components and their
parts: the English groups preferred glue, packaged (branded) adhesives and sealants. The
urban Marathi preferred hammer and nails and sometimes, packaged adhesives. Tribal groups
mostly relied on hammer, nails, wires and a packaged adhesive familiar to them.
Issues of strength, durability and how their model would work surfaced in the design
productions of all groups. They described their material requirements with properties and
referred to its effect on their model: thick wood for a sturdy tower, thin wire for assembly,
etc. Issues of stability and rigidity of the windmill models emerged less often among the
English groups.
Members of each group negotiated design changes, shared ideas as they collaborated towards
the realisation of their windmill model. Most of the groups made minor modifications while
one group changed their design radically. Students used their own criteria for deciding on the
suitability of each component during the making task. For instance, some groups placed the
axle and vane assembly in front of the fan to test its movement. They modified a component
or assembly when they found it unsuitable. The design changes were also initiated by
obstacles in construction and assembly of components and by realisation of the availability of
alternate resources. Thus, though exploration of design started the design process, for
students it was an ongoing process that permeated all subsequent tasks.
Conclusions
Design and technology has not been a part of school education in India. A project at HBCSE
studies the issues involved in introducing D&T as a school subject. As a part of the project,
three prototypical D&T units centred on collaboration and communication were developed
for middle school students (naïve designers). This paper focused on two aspects: (i) the key
features that were considered in the development of three D&T units, their design and
classroom trials, exemplified by the unit on windmill model, and (ii) the reflections of
students’ cognitive activity in their design productions while designing and making a
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windmill model. The structure of the design unit where students worked in groups within a
collaborative learning environment helped make it gender fair engaging for students from all
socio-cultural settings.
The trials resulted in three qualitatively different kinds of design productions that were
analysed in terms of graphicacy skills and visuo-spatial reasoning – exploratory sketches,
technical drawings and procedural maps. The design productions of students from all settings
were rich in graphical symbols and icons. They invented and used them to depict components
or motion in their sketches, which some groups produced collectively, completing each
others’ ideas. Collaboration within groups was a key feature in all the settings and was
reflected in the productions as well, sometimes through sharing of ideas and collective
cognition.
Students showed dimensions that they had been exposed to, and displayed a repertoire of
strategies for depicting their ideas. They tackled the difficulty of translating from 3dimensional objects and their images to 2-D depictions through a variety of ways. They used
exploded views, chose suitable perspectives (views), multiple perspectives in the same sketch
or drawing, dashed lines, and occlusion. Some used x-ray diagrams as well. Students
produced sketches where they selectively abstracted features to be able to focus on relevant
aspects of design. The productions from the different settings varied in levels of detailing and
use of conventions.
Students spontaneously used analogies to initiate and develop their design ideas, some of
which came from objects around them. Symmetry in components was the hall mark of the
designs in all settings, reflected in the shape and number of vanes and shape of tower.
However, they did not use this to achieve parsimony of depictions through tessellation or for
economy of resource use while cutting up sheet material for making. Design in all groups
evolved in two major ways: in terms of shifts in shapes and assembly of components and
shifts in material choices. The students used over dozen different materials in the design and
making of the windmills. There were almost as many different assemblies with a variety in
the materials, shapes and sizes of components as the number of groups. Diversity in designs
ideas and materials was more among the English groups than in the other settings, where
issues of stability and rigidity emerged more often.
The process of design was motivated by the initial story or context and investigation. Design,
was explored collectively by members of each group, who negotiated the various parameters
of their design to arrive at their technical drawings. They reconsidered their designs as they
planned for making, and redesigned components and assemblies while making and after
testing. Thus, design permeated through all tasks in the D&T unit structured to engage
students in designing and making a windmill model for lifting a given weight.
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4. DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGICAL LITERACY IN GIFTED AND TALENTED
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS
Susan M. Holland and Donna F. Berlin
Westerville, OH, USA

Understanding how the universe works is fundamental to human nature, but needing to know has
become essential for safely managing our future. It is our charge as educators to produce
students with greater scientific and technological literacy, who can make informed decisions
regarding technology in the 21st century. It is our charge to encourage highly competent,
ethically responsible, young scientists and engineers, who will create future innovations and
inventions that impact all global citizens. The International Technology Education Association
(ITEA, 2000) urges the implementation of the Technology Content Standards in K-12, in all
schools, to ensure technological literacy for all students.
Development of Technological Literacy in Elementary School Students
In order to forge ahead in developing a literate citizenry in science and technology, a clearer
picture of the meaning of technology, must be presented that illuminates an understanding of its
place in the elementary school curriculum. A useful synthesis of the most accepted definitions of
technology, one that supports the current study, indicates that technology consists of
the knowledge, processes, and ingenuity that have enabled humans to conceive, design, and
create tools and products as well as the systems that support them. Artifacts are made because
people have needs or wants. They are made from a variety of materials, both natural and
synthetic, dependent on their uses. They comprise the “built environment” in contrast to the
“natural environment.” (Wright, 1999, p. 2)
In today’s technology-based society, it is imperative that students understand this built
environment, including its social and environmental impacts, consequences, and by-products.
Technological Literacy
The main goal for the field of technology education (TE) is to promote technological literacy
(ITEA, 1996). However, experts have had a difficult time coming to a consensus about what the
concept of technological literacy entails. Dyrenfurth, Hatch, Jones, and Kozak (1991) explain
technological literacy to be a multi-dimensional concept which includes the ability to use
technology (the practical dimension), the ability to understand the complex issues raised by the
use of technology (the civic dimension), and the appreciation for the role of technology in
society (the cultural dimension). Similarly, ITEA (1996) defines technological literacy as “the
ability to use, manage, and understand technology” (p. 6).
To achieve the broad and encompassing goal of technological literacy for all students,
technology educators must provide and sustain a relevant education that will prepare students to
understand, control, and use technology (Boser, Palmer, & Daugherty, 1998). All students, now
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living in a technological world, need to be able to adapt to the changes brought about by
technology, identify and solve problems, and make appropriate decisions to deal with the various
forces that have the potential to influence and control their lives and futures (Waetjen, 1985;
Wright, 1999).
A vision for what students need to know and are expected to do in order to be technologically
literate is being shaped by educators and professionals. Technology education (TE) researchers
and educators (PATT 9 Conference) recommend recognizing TE as an essential core field of
study in the school curriculum, and as the integrator of the knowledge and skills from the other
content areas (de Vries, 1999). With technology now as the basis of our modern global economy,
it is imperative to prepare all citizens to be technologically literate. Technology education would
bring this essential literacy to all students. Like other literacy efforts, such as language literacy
and numeracy, technological literacy will require knowledge and practice over time (Boser et al.,
1998).
Elementary School Technology Education
Although the Standards for Technological Literacy: Content for the Study of Technology (ITEA,
2000) has been disseminated, research is needed to indicate the type of educational activities and
experiences that will enable teachers in the elementary school classroom to meet the technology
content standards. Teachers need to know how to connect the technology standards with what
they currently teach, and how to create a technology-rich learning environment in the elementary
school classroom. The intent of this type of environment is to engage children in authentic, realworld problem-solving; provide opportunities for students to access science and engineering
experts in the field for the latest and most current information related to their questions; and to
promote positive attitudes toward and greater understanding of technological literacy.
Elementary school technology education (ESTE) is not simply providing hands-on/minds-on
activities for students; rather, it is an educational program that engages students in the
development of their curriculum (Zuga, 1984, 1989). That is, it begins with where the student is
in his/her understanding of a concept. It is a student-centered approach based on fostering a
learning environment in which students can question, discover, explore materials, design, create,
construct, solve problems and evaluate the impacts of technological designs (Wright, 1999). The
curriculum becomes personally relevant for the student. Context gives meaning to school work
and knowledge, and is an important factor for developing technological literacy.
Leaders in the field urge ESTE researchers to focus on (a) how teachers can best use their
precious time to engage young people in journeys (engaging activities) that reach predetermined
destinations (the attainment of standards), and (b) what students are learning from rich
technological activities that use a problem solving approach to technology, and (c) how students
learn the deep understandings and essential skills and processes for technological literacy, such
as planning, designing, constructing, programming, testing, redesigning, and evaluating
(Crismond, 2001; Lee, 1996; Welty; 1999).
Problem and Research Questions
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There is scant amount of research conducted in the area of elementary school technology
education (ESTE). International leaders in the field of TE recommend a research agenda that
would address this deficiency. The TE profession needs to develop a clear understanding of the
value of ESTE, provide conclusive evidence regarding the technological literacy outcomes
students attain, and the unique benefits ESTE offers to children (Foster, 1997a; Foster, 1997b;
Johnson and Liu, 2000; Wright, 1999; Zuga, 1997).
The following research question guided this study: What student technological literacy outcomes
are related to the use of technology education activities and experiences? Gender differences
related to the research question were also investigated.
Methods and Design
Subjects
This study was conducted in a suburban, elementary magnet school in the Midwestern United
States. Subjects for this study were 20 fifth-grade students, 9 girls and 11 boys, ages 10 -11
years-old, identified with superior cognitive ability by state standards (i.e., gifted and talented),
whose daily instruction was provided in a fifth-grade, self-contained elementary classroom. The
curriculum in this classroom was interdisciplinary and integrated with an emphasis on problembased learning strategies in mathematics, science, and technology. The students participated in
specific ESTE activities and experiences throughout the academic school year. The teacher of the
students is also the researcher/educator in the field of ESTE as well as a 15-year veteran teacher
in gifted education, who has taught during those years within the described elementary
classroom.
Methodology
This descriptive study employed a qualitative methodology to provide insight into understanding
the value of ESTE activities and experiences in developing student technological literacy
outcomes in the elementary classroom. Qualitative research can identify new issues and fresh
insights with respect to ESTE teaching and learning practice (Fasse and Kolodner, 2000; Hoepfl,
1997; Lewis, 1999; Petrina, 1998; Rowell, 2001; Zuga, 1994). It is essential to get primary
evidence from first-hand, on-site observations. With the shortage of researchers in technology
education, teachers themselves can be a rich source of collaborative researchers to assist the field
in furthering studies needed to examine the elements of technological literacy.
.
The qualitative methods used in this study provided in-depth analysis based on “design
experiment” in the classroom. Assuming that qualitative research has to be conducted in complex
settings, particularly in developing effective curriculum materials, in a design experiment,
qualitative researchers engineer an innovative educational environment to promote learning,
while conducting experimental studies of those innovations (Kolodner, 2001). Focus group
interviews and observations of student performance related to Technology Content Standards
were used to collect data.
Focus Group Interviews
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Using qualitative interview methods, students were asked to participate in focus group
discussions related to robotics and ESTE activities and experiences at the end of the year in May,
after they had engaged in ESTE. The conversations and dialogue were used to gain further
insight and understanding of students’ conceptual understanding of technology. Ten focus group
interview questions were designed to produce open-ended discussion and reflections to address
the research question as well as potential gender differences (see Table 1).
Table 1
Focus Group Interview Questions
1.
What new technology skills do you have now that you have experienced robotics?
2.
What aspects of technology are particularly good for girls? Boys?
3.
Do you think this is the kind of technology program that should be available for you at
your next grade level? If so, why? If not, why not?
4.
Imagine that you were the teacher. How would you teach robotics differently?
5.
Are there any new areas of science and technology in which you are more interested now
that you have experienced robotics?
6.
How would you describe a robotics program to students from other classes who don’t
know about the program?
7.
Why do you think students should learn about robotic technology?
8.
What is one important thing you learned from our robotics program that you think all
students should learn?
9.
What do you wonder about now after experiencing the robotics program?
10.
After studying about robotics and society, what issues concern you?
Students were divided into two groups of 9 girls and 11 boys. Although the 20 students had
participated in the technology education (TE) activities in three mixed-gendered teams, it was
decided to collect this data using all girl and all boy groups. It was expected that the students
would be freer to express their opinions without the social dynamics and influences related to the
preteen years. The students at this age and at the school year’s end were beginning to experience
a high degree of awareness of and distraction by members of the opposite sex. The purpose of
the design of the interviews was to eliminate the possibility of these distractions through the use
of single-gender groups for gathering of information.
The focus group discussion was conducted first with the girls because it was convenient to do so,
and then with the boys. Each group sat around a table with the researcher and a cassette tape
recorder in the middle of the table. The students were informed of the goals to gather more
information about their attitudes and perceptions related to the TE experiences and activities.
The students were well aware of the research objectives and were eager to help with the research
endeavor – and as always to express their opinions. Each focus group discussion took 1 ½ hours
and was conducted in the classroom.
Focus group discussions were recorded on audiotapes. After recording the discussion, the tapes
were transcribed as closely as possible to the original statements. However, some of the girls
were soft-spoken and some words were indiscernible. Even though the gist of their statements
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could be inferred, the researcher refrained from “filling in the blanks.” The data used were
statements that were clearly heard. Pseudonyms were used to record and report data related to
student responses.
A naturalistic approach to research emphasizes the constructive nature of the knowledge created
through the interaction between the participants in interview conversations. The transcribed
focus group interviews were examined to identify emerging patterns in pupils’ conceptual
understanding of technology related to TE activities and experiences. Qualitative procedures
were used, including systematic coding and categorization, through content analysis supported
by ethnographic summary (Morgan, 1988) to analyze student responses to the focus group
interview questions.
One by one, the responses to each discussion question were examined, first for the girls and then
for the boys. A content analysis of the responses revealed specific coding and categories which
provided a means of sorting the descriptive data for main ideas and themes. A chart of the
general ideas expressed in the responses of each focus group member was developed for each
interview question. In that way, initial patterns in student responses could be determined.
Analysis of preliminary patterns across all students as well as those specific to girls or boys were
identified. This process was repeated a number of times to entertain potential alternative themes
and patterns. Through this iterative process, specific themes and patterns were confirmed along
with supportive direct quotations.
Observations of Student Performance Related to Technology Content Standards
The Observations of Student Performance Related to Technology Content Standards (OSP/TCS)
was developed to identify student literacy outcomes related to the Technology Content
Standards, and to develop a student profile of technological literacy developed during the ESTE
activities and experiences. The profile chart lists the Technology Content Standards associated
with each of the technology activities and experiences implemented in the classroom.
All students were observed during the activities to develop individual student profiles of
technological literacy. Notes were made about student performance related to the Technology
Content Standards (ITEA, 2000) during various activities. At the end of each TE activity,
students were rated at a “novice” (N), “apprentice” (A), or a “researcher” (R) level of
accomplishment which was interpreted as a beginning level (1 point), a developing level (2
points), and an accomplished level (3 points) relevant to their age range. Table 2 shows sample
items from the OSP/TCS student profile. Scores on the student profiles were aggregated and
averaged across students and by gender.
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Table 2
Sample Items From the Student Profile, Observations of Student Performance Related to
Technology Content Standards (OSP/TCS)
Technology Content Standards

Performance Level
Novic
e
1
point

Apprentic
e
2 points

The Nature of Technology
1. Students will develop an
understanding of the characteristics
and scope of technology.
2. Students will develop an
understanding of the core concepts
of technology.
3. Students will develop an
understanding of the relationships
among technologies and the
connections between technology
and other fields of study.

Source of
Evidence

Researche
r
3 Points

Activity #2 – Robots
Activity #6 - FIRST
LEGO® League (FLL)
2003 Robotics
Challenge CITY
SIGHTS!

Context and Classroom Procedures
The curriculum for the students was constructed beginning with an alignment to the Midwestern
school district’s course of study, which was aligned to the State Academic Content Standards
and the State Proficiency Learning Outcomes in English language arts, mathematics, science,
and social studies. With these standards as a foundation, course work that was challenging,
compacted, differentiated, problem-based, and enriched was designed.
The curriculum was planned to engage students in specific ESTE activities in which academic
outcomes were integrated and related to students’ everyday lives. Students were challenged to
solve personally relevant, real-life problems to develop social awareness and concern as well as
intellectual skills.
The curriculum in this ESTE program provided students with the opportunity to formulate an
awareness of how their individual learning could have influence over their own environment and
make a positive impact on society. The program was designed to develop student awareness and
actively engage them in socially relevant situations, by identifying real-world problems;
planning, designing, and developing solutions to them; and evaluating their implementation.
With standards in the forefront, the students and the teacher negotiated what to investigate, set
learning goals, decided on problems to solve, and explored through new learning journeys.
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Students examined the problem, researched its background, analyzed possible solutions,
developed a proposal, and produced a final result. They participated in designing, creating, and
evaluating their work. Students were encouraged to make choices so they could become strategic
learners who learn how to learn. Student autonomy, drive, and collaboration were reflected in the
language of their conversations.
In order to give an in-depth picture of student performance and progress toward the academic
content standards, assessment consisted of classroom-level portfolio assessments that included
open-ended tasks and constructed responses, performance tasks, informal assessments, and selfassessments and reflections. Instructional decisions were developed based on assessment data of
what students know and are able to do, and was planned to meet individual student learning
needs and enhance student strengths. Students in the classroom experienced performance-based
assessment, which was ongoing and part of the instructional process to provide feedback for
growth. Assessments provided information from which to develop future learning experiences;
students were taught and encouraged to have a role in assessment of their progress and learning.
The teacher guided the students to view content from multiple viewpoints and perspectives.
Students were also assessed using mandated state and local standardized assessments.
Grouping was flexible within the classroom and organized around collaborative work according
to specific instructional purposes. Groups were configured and reconfigured so that each student
could work with different people. This flexibility allowed for both heterogeneous grouping as
well as forming groups around common interests or needs. Cooperative learning strategies were
used to give students experience in working together on a task of interest to them, placing them
in simulated roles to portray a picture of the adult world and develop skills in communication.
The boundaries of the classroom were extended beyond the four walls of the classroom to
include local, state, national, and international communities. Opportunities were planned for
students to connect with the community and the larger world outside the classroom, to participate
in the civic life of their community, to become better equipped to address socially pressing issues
as adults. Local community members and parents were invited and actively involved in the
classroom as partners in education to present their talents, experiences, expertise, hobbies, or
other interests that would enhance the education of the students in the classroom.
Timeline for Technology Education Activities
TE instructional activities and experiences were selected to engage students in a variety of
problem-based learning situations as part of their regular instructional program for
approximately a 9-month period of time. The instructional activities were aligned with the
Technology Content Standards. The specific standards are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3
Technology Content Standards Related to TE Activities and Experiences
THE NATURE OF TECHNOLOGY
Standard 1: Students will develop an understanding of the characteristics and scope of
technology.
Standard 2: Students will develop an understanding of the core concepts of technology.
Standard 3: Students will develop an understanding of the relationships among technologies and
the connections between technology and other fields of study.
TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY
Standard 4: Students will develop an understanding of the cultural, social, economic, and
political effects of technology.
Standard 6: Students will develop an understanding of the role of society in the development
and use of technology.
DESIGN
Standard 8: Students will develop an understanding of the attributes of design.
Standard 9: Students will develop an understanding of engineering design.
Standard 10: Students will develop an understanding of the role of troubleshooting, research
and development, invention and innovation, and experimentation in problem solving.
ABILITIES FOR A TECHNOLOGICAL WORLD
Standard 11: Students will develop the abilities to apply the design process.
Standard 12: Students will develop the abilities to use and maintain technological products and
systems.
Standard 13: Students will develop the abilities to assess the impact of products and systems.
THE DESIGNED WORLD
Standard 16: Students will develop an understanding of and be able to select and use energy and
power technologies.
Standard 17: Students will develop an understanding of and be able to select and use information
and communication technologies.
Standard 19: Students will develop an understanding of and be able to select and use
manufacturing technologies.
Activity #1- LEGO DACTA® sets – Month of September. LEGO DACTA® Gear Set #9610
(The LEGO Group, 1997a), the LEGO DACTA® Pulley Set #9614 (The LEGO Group, 1997b),
and the LEGO DACTA® Lever Set #9612 (The LEGO Group, 1997c). Working with partners,
students explored the concepts of simple machines, investigated the principles and main ideas
behind the concepts, and solved simple extension problems. technology education objectives of
these investigations relate to Design: Standards 8, 9, and 10 and The Designed World: Standard
16.
Activity #2 – Robots - 2 days. In the next activity, students viewed the video Robots (A&E
Television Networks, 2001) produced for The History Channel® Where the Past Comes
Alive™. They examined and discussed the multiple uses of robots from the past to the present,
and envisioned future uses. The Technology Content Standards related to the video and class
discussions were: The Nature of Technology (Standards 1, 2, and 3); Technology and Society
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(Standards 4 and 6); Design (Standards 8, 9, and 10); and Abilities for a Technological World
(Standard 13).
Activity #3 - Robotics in the Classroom: A Collaborative Unit for 5th and 6th Grade Students in
Science, Math, and Language Arts (Wright Patterson Air Force Base Educational Outreach
Office [WPAFB], 2001) – Month of October. The WPAFB curriculum was used to further
introduce the students to the development of robotics and the prevalence of robotic technology in
today’s world, targeting Design (Standards 8, 9, and 10) and Abilities for a Designed World
(Standards 11, 12, and 13). The curriculum focus is on the history and uses of robots, the
components of robots, and the design of robots; and leads students to a transfer activity (in this
case, LEGO® MINDSTORMS™ Robotics Invention System™, The LEGO Group, 2000) in
which students apply what they learned to real-world problems by designing, building, and
programming their own robot to accomplish designated tasks.
Activity #4 - Forming engineering teams - 2 days. Students participated in team-building
activities. Three teams were formed (two teams of 7 students and one team of 6 students).
Activity #5 - LEGO® MINDSTORMS™ Robotics Invention System™ - Months of October and
November. After the completion of the first three sets of activities, students were ready to apply
their knowledge in a transfer activity. The LEGO® MINDSTORMS™ Robotics Invention
System™ was selected to align with Abilities in a Technological World: Standards 11, 12, and
13. Using the RCX™ programmable microcomputer Lego brick, students create, modify, and
download computer programs to robots that gather sensory information, can learn from their
environment, and prioritize their actions. To expand upon the material previously learned,
students were given the chance to build and program their own robots to perform specific tasks.
Activity #6 - FIRST LEGO® League Robotics Challenge: CITY SIGHTS! – Months of
November through December. The FIRST LEGO® League (FLL) Robotics Challenge is an
educational program sponsored jointly by the organization For Inspiration and Recognition of
Science and Technology (FIRST) of Manchester, NH and the LEGO® Company. With the
FIRST LEGO® League Robotics Challenge, the students had the opportunity to see how the
concepts and ideas they learned connected to real-world problems and solutions (The Nature of
Technology: Standards 1, 2, and 3 and Technology and Society: Standards 4 and 6).
The FLL program creates a learning environment that brings with it the excitement of building a
robot that is applicable to real-world situations. Competitions are organized throughout the
United States and countries around the world. As students master teamwork dynamics and
problem solving, they design, construct, program, and test fully autonomous robots (Design
Standards 8, 9, and10). Students are immersed in an atmosphere in which they can explore their
own ways of approaching science, mathematics, and technology in positive and non-threatening
ways (The Designed World: Standards 16, 17, and 19).
Each year, FLL teams face a complex scenario that requires them to use robotics design to
overcome a series of challenges much like those facing society today. The research for this study
was conducted during the 2003 challenge, CITY SIGHTS! The FLL 2003 Challenge: CITY
SIGHTS! has two main parts: (a) the robot performance part in which students design, develop,
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and program an autonomous robot device that can perform more than one task, solve the
missions of the challenge, and is capable of assisting the city planners and employees. Students
built and programmed their robots to direct them through the challenge course of CITY
SIGHTS! This performance required students to combine elementary computer programming,
mechanical design, strategy, and sportsmanship; (b) the research assignment in which each team
has to give a detailed research presentation to a panel of judges that demonstrates the team’s
ability to analyze problems in providing basic services to the inhabitants of the city, consider the
variables and factors such as population, finite land and water resources, and unique
geographical situations, propose new workable robotic technology solutions to meet the needs of
the inhabitants of different cities around the world, and create a presentation of their research
findings and conclusions. (Design: Standards 8, 9, and 10 and Abilities for a Designed World:
Standards 11, 12, and 13).
For example, one team designed “frogbots” that would test the water quality of their city to
detect possible contaminants that may enter the water supply. The “frogbots” could warn the city
of terrorists who might try to sabotage our water supply. Another team designed a robot that
could screen travelers and baggage entering the Los Angeles airport or the shipping docks. One
team created a robot for the homeless in Paris that could inform them in several languages where
food, clothing, shelter, and jobs existed that could assist them.
Activity #7 – Tournaments for the FLL 2003 Challenge: CITY SIGHTS! - December and March.
The FIRST LEGO League challenge season culminated as teams came together to celebrate
Robot design and performance, teamwork, sportsmanship, and documented research -- the
criteria judges used to determine award winners and present trophies that signify team technical
and performance excellence. The teams made creative presentations of their research, technical
knowledge, and robotic solutions through skits, written plays, formal reports, displays, and
power point presentations (The Designed World: Standards 16, 17, and 19 ).
Activity #8 - Guest Speakers and Engineers – Months of October to December, and the month of
March. Visiting scientists, engineers and city managers, and community members provided
mentorship and support for the robotics teams as they prepared detailed research presentations
about urban problems. Local municipal planners, such as the City Electric Utility Manager, the
City Water Utility Manager, and the City Community Planner, visited the class and described
their jobs, discussed water and electric conservation, and considered alternative energy sources
with the students. Engineers worked with the students on the engineering design process, the
technical tasks, and programming (Design: Standards 8, 9, and 10 and Abilities for a Designed
World: Standards 11, 12, and 13).
Activity #9 - Children’s Engineering and Design Exhibition: A Showcase and Celebration of
Technological Accomplishments in the FIRST/LEGO® League Robotics Challenge IV: CITY
SIGHTS! (FIRST/LEGO® League, 2002) – Month of May. Teachers at the school were invited
to bring their students to see an exhibition of CITY SIGHTS! including the robot performance
and the research presentations. Parents, relatives, and community members were invited to the
showcase in the evening.
Results
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Focus Group Interviews
Student responses in the focus group interviews were subjected to content analysis, systematic
coding, and categorization. Using an iterative process, three main themes emerged related to
technology education: (a) gender roles, (b) gender and work habits, and (c) student literacy
outcomes. Each of these themes were supported by direct quotes from students (ethnographic
summary.) Patterns in the focus group discussions reflected the nature of focus group interview
methods. That is, students picked up on one another’s comments, sometimes echoing their
responses, extending them, or building upon remarks.
Technology Education: Gender Roles
The girls indicated that they wanted to have new chances and opportunities related to technology
education. Many of the girls saw themselves as capable of and interested in learning technology.
They did not express a stereotypical view about girls and their inability to do technology. For
example, Regan reflected this perception at various times during the focus group interview.
I learned how to program more this year. . . . And I think I learned a lot more about how the
gearing -- just how things work. I think I like programming.
This perception was echoed at various times during the focus group interview. Some girls
mentioned they were reluctant and less confident in their own abilities regarding technology,
however, and often times shut down and backed down when boys became assertive.
In contrast, typical gender stereotypes and roles related to technology were noted in the
conversations of the boys. They agreed that boys have more opportunities at an earlier age to
build and construct and use technology in their home environment. Their toys include building
blocks, construction toys, video games, and computer games. For example, Sam articulated this
perception.
. . . like you don’t see many girls getting a LEGO® – a 10,000 piece LEGO® thing for their
birthday, but you see tons of boys asking, “Oh, I want this LEGO® thing,” because they have
the patience and time to take days or weeks to build something. And girls don’t have, I think, the
patience to do something like that.
Conversations with the boys revealed that many thought girls were not suited for technology
education activities, except for the research part. They expressed that girls were too concerned
about how they would appear. Boys also perceived that girls are afraid to make mistakes. They
thought girls had difficulty taking risks for fear of failure and were concerned how they would
appear to others if they failed.
Girls believed boys would rather work on their own, preferred to do things their own way, would
not ask for help, and have an “all or none” attitude. Their perception was that girls were open to
boys' ideas, but not vice versa. Boys thought girls don't want to understand how things work, but
that girls should be provided with technology opportunities. They thought that girls really aren't
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interested and don't want to learn technology. The consensus was that maybe there is hope for
the girls, if they are immersed in technology; then, they would get interested in it.
Technology Education: Gender and Work Habits
Work habits such as patience, perseverance, and teamwork surfaced often during the discussions
with both girls and boys. However, their perceptions were completely contradictory. Each
gender attributed positive attributes to their own gender and negative attributes to the other
gender. Many of the girls brought up the work habit issue of perseverance when working on
technology education activities. The girls perceived boys as being less persevering and patient,
especially when changing individual variables and taking incremental steps. They said boys keep
starting over from scratch instead of changing and improving one thing at a time. Girls saw
themselves as better able to troubleshoot and fix problems, and as having more common sense
and patience than boys. They said girls get less frustrated and are better organized. Regan
expressed this idea,
One thing – well I also learned never give up and you really have to have perseverance. But one
thing I learned was that even if something goes wrong -- something could always happen and
you can always fix it, and it’s not about everything being perfect. And it’s not about winning, but
it’s about doing the best you can do.
Contrary to what the girls perceived, the boys said that they have many more ideas than girls did,
more perseverance and patience to stick to something, and that girls have no patience. Boys
perceived themselves as having more perseverance than the girls. The boys expressed that they
often had to redo the girls’ work since girls don't try to fix their work or have the patience to
correct their problems. The boys felt that they had the drive to implement their ideas whereas
girls did not. Boys complained that girls won't listen to boys, “who know how,” but boys will
listen to girls. For instance, Stephen thought boys have more perseverance
. . . and tolerance for not doing something right the first time. Like Michael worked on his
program for six months I think until he figured it out right. He worked on it from November to
the end of May until it finally worked, yet he like never got totally – I mean trust me – I mean he
was frustrated that he couldn’t test it out on our robot all the time, but he kept with his program.
And he wasn’t frustrated that it didn’t work the first, second, and thirtieth times . . . sometimes
boys have a little bit more patience . . . when they (girls) build something and it doesn’t work,
sometimes they don’t throw it away, but yet they don’t really try to fix it. . . . And then
sometimes when a boy . . . tries to tell them – show them help – ‘cause they know how they can
fix it, they won’t take it because it’s a boy that’s giving them the advice.
The issue of teamwork was mentioned many times by the girls and infrequently by the boys.
Girls thought they were more inclined to work well in cooperative groups than boys. The girls
wanted to work toward developing better teamwork skills, such as how to come to a consensus
of opinion and how to develop their own ideas, while still working cooperatively in a team. With
confirmation from each other, several girls expressed this general perception. Amy reflected,
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What I learned is when you have an idea you have to learn how to cope with it and develop it to
make it work while working in a team.
Technology Education: Student Literacy Outcomes
Several indicators of student literacy outcomes associated with technology education were noted
consistently throughout the dialogue of both the girls and the boys. Many students elaborated on
problem solving, research, connections to mathematics and science, and teamwork.
The dialogue seemed to naturally group around specific technology literacy outcomes as
expressed in the Technology Content Standards. This could have been due to the type of
questions asked in the focus group interviews or the nature of the instruction in the classroom.
Consequently, the findings are presented as they relate to the Technology Content Standards.
However, the Standards at times, overlap and are not easily separated. In particular, student
comments often merged in relation to The Nature of Technology (Standards 1, 2, & 3),
Technology and Society (Standards 4 & 6), and Abilities for a Technological World (Standards
11, 12, & 13, ). Words and phrases from the standards were used to guide the analysis of student
responses generated in the focus group interviews. These are included to assist the reader in
understanding the relationship of student comments to technological literacy outcomes.
Key ideas used to guide the analysis related to The Nature of Technology (Standards 1, 2, & 3)
include: (a) characteristics and scope of technology, (b) core concepts of technology, and (c)
connections to other subjects. Students expressed that they valued technology education
activities and experiences because they extended their knowledge and understanding about the
nature of technology and transferred to personally relevant real-life situations. For example,
Alyssa stated,
I think you should do robotics because today . . . in our world a lot of things are surrounded by
technology and all the greatest discoveries are mostly in technology. And when we grow up it’s
probably going to be most of what the world is. It’s mostly going to be technology ‘cause now
the older ways of doing things like writing letters and sending them in the mail is really fading
out and instead we use computers to send emails.
Both girls and boys were curious and wanted to continue to learn more about “how things work,”
such as how infra red signals work, how motors work, how a computer works, and how
programming controls a robot’s actions.
The Nature of Technology Standards includes an awareness of technology careers. Students
expressed an eagerness to keep learning and some had planned to attend summer technology
camps to learn more about computer language and programming. Several students shared that
they were thinking about their future careers, and were more interested in all areas of science and
careers in robotics technology. Boys expressed a growing interest in various career fields related
to technology such as architecture, building and construction, and neurology. Sam shared his
interests “in building robotics and programming things.” Alan noted, “. . . because I’ve done
robotics, I want to do building more . . . construction.” After working with the LEGO
MINDSTORMS® RCX (The LEGO® Group, 2000) programmable brick, the “brain” of the
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robot, Nicholas was interested in a career in the neurosciences. Specifically, he said he was
interested in “neurology.” Several students indicated confidence in their abilities to pursue
difficult careers and attend high ranking universities. For example, Jarrod discussed his current
hope to attend a particular university, “Stanford.”
Many of the students made connections between technology, science, and mathematics bringing
coherency and relevancy to the curriculum. Several students expressed the relationship between
the technology activities and experiences in the classroom and future career opportunities.
Several students offered that robotics technology education should be available in elementary
school because it seemed to help them with problem solving, science, math, and other subject
areas. For instance, Amy offered,
I think you should teach robotics because it does teach them science and math and science and
math will help you when you go to find a job. And if you’re not introduced to robotics, they
might be good at it, and they don’t know it and then if they do know they’re good at it, they
might want a job in it.
Key ideas used to guide the analysis related to Technology and Society (Standards 4 & 6)
include: (a) understanding of the cultural, social, economic, and political effects of technology
and (b) understanding of the role of society in the development and use of technology.
Involvement in TE activities increased student awareness of the impact of technology on society.
They indicated an awareness of history, innovation, and invention and demonstrated a growing
awareness of societal needs in the larger, global community after conducting research for the
FLL Challenge CITY SIGHTS! Students expressed concern for the impact of technology on
people in society, reflecting awareness and concern for the safety of people in communities.
How society will deal with robots of the future seemed to big a concern to all students, noting the
efforts to create robots with human characteristics and expressions of feelings, Several students
shared their thoughts about human-like robots, focusing on possible ethical questions that might
be involved with robotic technology. Ethical issues continued to surface in discussions with both
the girls and the boys indicating similar concerns about the future of robotic technology. For
example, Regan thought,
. . . robotics can help people but I personally don’t think society is ready for it. You know,
they’re so used to humans being on top and nothing comparing to humans and everything. And
you know, if you suddenly have this technological thing that’s up there right along with you, you
know, I don’t think we’re prepared for that – emotionally . . . . I’m not so concerned about how
smart they’re going to get. I don’t think they are going to take over the world or anything, but I
guess I’m worried about how society feels.
Alyssa added her thoughts about human-like robots focusing on possible ethical questions that
might be involved with robotic technology.
On the movie we watched last night, Robosapiens, they had this little robot. Well they had a
couple of them. One’s called Kismet, who they’re trying to give a personality to, and they said
like “Where’s Kismet?” And they’re trying to get the emotions into the robot, you know . . . . So
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it’s like there’s a lot of issues we have to think about . . . but one thing they showed was this little
bitty robot . . . He was cute . . . and the lady said “Come on now it’s time to go to bed . . . and he
said “I don’t want to go to bed!” And she picked him up and turned him off, put him in a
sleeping bag, and zipped the bag, and said, “That’s one thing you can’t do with a human child!” I
guess the idea is that eventually . . . if the robot’s small, I mean what are you going to do? Turn it
off? . . . but if you turn it off . . . it’s like a little human . . . . If you make a bunch of robots that
think for themselves . . . you know it’s like mass production of humans.
Student conversations revealed a developing ability to access the impact of products and
systems. Students expressed a growing awareness that they could make an impact on society
with their own learning. Students indicated a desire to learn more about robot technology to
address larger societal and environment concerns such as global warming. Alyssa reflected her
interest in addressing larger societal concerns,
. . . I would like to learn how to . . . make an actual robot move and . . . help it help with the
world [problems]. Like with oil spills, you could design some kind of robot that could go out
and like be magnetic to oil or something like that.
Key ideas used to guide the analysis related to Design ( Standards 8, 9, & 10) include: (a)
understanding of the attributes of design; (b) understanding of engineering design; (c)
understanding of the role of troubleshooting, research and development, invention and
innovation, and experimentation in problem solving; and (d) higher level thinking, problem
solving, intellectual processes, and troubleshooting abilities.
Student responses indicated an understanding of aspects of the design process; the role of
problem finding, research, planning, invention, and innovation; building and programming;
testing and evaluating solutions; and presenting working solutions. With better “how to” skills,
they learned to troubleshoot problems as they occurred. Student responses reflected a sense of
confidence in their ability to understand and use technology. Students indicated using higher
level thought processes, such as analysis and evaluation as they worked through problems and
solutions. Jessica reflected this understanding,
I learned how to program and how to analyze and test the robots and programs and adjust the
programming . . . . I knew after I figured out what was wrong with one thing I didn’t have to
write another whole program. I learned not to do that.
Students reported that they developed abilities to apply the design process and to use, maintain,
and access products and systems. They indicated an understanding of design processes and
concepts, mentioning the importance of accuracy and precise attention to details, and
documenting and recording processes so they could be repeated. Students discussed the
responsibility involved in building structurally-sound safe objects for users of technology. For
example, Alan discussed,
. . . when we build . . . [we have to] weigh it . . . [we are] responsible for lives . . . one loose
screw . . . [can cause problems] . . . like on the Columbia.
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Students expressed having better problem-solving strategies after experiencing technology
activities and experiences enabling them to use ideas to create solutions to problems. Girls and
boys both indicated that they better understood technology concepts or “how things work,” and
were able to identify and solve problems using mathematics and science knowledge. For
example, Nicholas discussed the use of science and mathematics to build, calculate, program,
and solve problems required in using rotation sensors on the robots.
I learned more about the gears, pulleys, and levers and how to use ideas to create a solution . . . .
I liked (figuring out) the robot’s (wheel) circumference a lot.
Key ideas used to guide the analysis related to Abilities for a Technological World (Standards
11, 12, & 13) include: (a) understanding the attributes of design; (b) ability to apply the
engineering design process and procedures; (c) ability to research and develop projects and
systems; (d) ability to develop, use, and maintain technological products and systems; (e)
attitudes, motivation, and personal interest in learning; (f) ability to reconstruct or adapt to
society; (g) teaming ability; (h) success work behaviors; (i) skills and interaction with peers; and
(j) abilities such as programming and construction.
Students discussed the abilities they have and will need in the technological world of the 21st
century and the relevance of technology to individuals in society. They believed technology to be
both personally and academically relevant to their own lives. Jessica thought about careers,
Because when you’re an adult you have you get to choose the jobs you work in. And if you like
and if you’re interested in robotics and you like technology, then you might want to go into a
technology career later on in life.
Students talked positively about their technical abilities such as programming and construction
abilities. They said, as students, they need the challenge technology presents and recommended
that it should be taught in their subsequent school years. Several students expressed the value of
technology education activities and experiences in relation to learning other subjects such as
mathematics and science, and in fostering necessary social skills like teamwork, perseverance,
and respect for other people’s ideas. Michael said,
. . . it [math and science] won’t be that hard if you do robotics because the gears and rotation
sensors, you have to do all the math of all the gears you have attached to your motor and stuff.
Reflecting on the value of technology education activities, students mentioned that as they
learned more skills and concepts in technology it reduced fear and apprehension of the unknown.
Jessica expressed,
I think it [technology education activities and experiences] should be offered because it really is
a great thing because people are still scared of robots. They’re so afraid that the robots will take
over. Now that we know we have control over them, we have less fear and it’s really for the
good of everyone.
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Several students mentioned the value of learning technology early so that people in society will
have a better understanding of technology as adults. Nicholas reflected,
I think it’s good because you learn more and you get more advanced in it. And it offers goals and
opportunities and if something goes wrong you can come up with something, like invent
something on the spot, or like make something like a pulley or something. You get more
knowledge and skills and concepts.
Students talked positively about their technical abilities such as programming and construction
abilities. They said, as students, they need the challenge technology presents and recommended
that it should be taught in their subsequent school years. Many students expressed that they
wanted to continue doing robotics the following year. Alyssa articulated this idea,
I think there should be . . . robotics next year because it’s a lot of work. And after you’ve been
doing it for a long time, and then they change it [each year’s FLL robotics challenge] then you
can still profit from it even more . . . . You also learn other things like science and math because
like you use math to figure out how the robot moves . . . . You learn lots of things about science
and technology, but you learn about working together. You learn about working as a team. You
learn about accepting different ideas besides your own. So I think you learn about a lot of
different things, not just about robotics. Everybody needs to learn stuff like that . . . . I learned
about how to research better and about how the homeless live.
Key ideas used to guide the analysis related to The Designed World (Standards 16, 17, & 19)
include: (a) develop understanding and ability to select and use energy and power technologies,
(b) develop understanding and ability to select and use information and communication
technologies, and (c) develop understanding and ability to select and use manufacturing
technologies. Students indicated a better understanding of and ability to use information and
communication technologies after having experienced TE activities. Students explained their
understanding of technology and the ability to do technology in terms of their own experiences
mentioning identifying a problem then designing and developing solutions. Stephen explained,
I’m a lot better at working with computers. I used to be one of those kids that looked at the
keyboard and I didn’t know anything about computers and I always thought that the job I
wanted, I never wanted to see a computer ever . . . . And now actually, I’ve decided that I, umm,
don’t write reports anymore, I sorta had rough drafts . . . . [ I would] write a rough draft and then
do it on the computer, where I couldn’t write my rough draft on the computer. Now I can just sit
down and type . . . . I think I’ve learned a lot about like how to troubleshoot things like when the
computer freezes up.
Students often expressed their concern that society needs to better understand technology,
particularly the use of robotics technology, as a mean to improving the human condition, make
life easier with more inventions and have a better, more stable world. Frank reflected this
concern,
. . . I think in this ever-changing world, we’re using robotics technology more and more so if the
students keep coming out of their education without knowing anything about robotics
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technology, they would not know as much about the world because we’re using the robotics
technology more and more.
Observations of Student Performance Related to Technology Content Standards
Students were observed during all technology education activities and experiences during a
period of six months. The profile of each student was recorded on the Observations of Student
Performance Related to Technology Education Standards, a profile developed by the researcher.
Each activity and experience was coded to the Technology Content Standards and students were
rated novice, apprentice, or researcher. The scores for each standard were averaged for all
students and by gender. Figure 1 shows the results for each Technology Content Standard for all
students.
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Figure 1. Student performance profiles related to the technology content standards following
technology education activities.
Figure 1 indicates that most students were excelling in performance related to Technology
Content Standards 1 through 4, 6, 10, 13, and 17. Standards 1 to 3 deal with The Nature of
Technology and states:
Standard 1: Students will develop an understanding of the characteristics and scope of
technology.
Standard 2: Students will develop an understanding of the core concepts of technology.
Standard 3: Students will develop an understanding of the relationships among technologies
and the connections between technology and other fields of study.
Standards 4 and 6 deal with Technology and Society and states:
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Standard 4: Students will develop an understanding of the cultural, social, economic, and
political effects of technology.
Standard 6: Students will develop an understanding of the role of society in the development
and use of technology.
Standard 10 deals with Design and states:
Standard 10: Students will develop an understanding of the role of troubleshooting, research
and development, invention and innovation, and experimentation in problem solving.
Standard 13 deals with the Abilities of a Technological World and states:
Standard 13: Students will develop abilities to assess the impact of products and systems.
Standard 17 deals with The Designed World and states:
Standard 17: Students will develop an understanding of and be able to select and use
information and communication technologies.
A similar pattern with regard to the Technology Content Standards was observed for girls, but
not the boys (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Student performance profiles related to the technology content standards following
technology education activities by gender.
Conclusions and Discussion
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Based upon the focus group interviews, it appears that only the girls who engaged in ESTE
activities and experiences perceived to a greater degree that girls were equally capable of
participating in technology as boys. These girls expressed knowledge of technology along with a
willingness and capability to participate in technology. They felt that ESTE provided an
opportunity for them to advance and take risks. In contrast, boys who engaged in ESTE
activities and experiences were reluctant to recognize the equal role of girls in technology. They
perceived in the girls, a lack of experience and suitability for technological activities, other than
to do research. Boys held stereotypical views about roles of girls in technology.
Other gender issues surfaced related to the ability to do technology. For example, girls perceived
that they were better able to work in teams to do technology than boys. Interestingly, girls
perceived girls to be more perseverant during technology activities while boys perceived boys to
be more perseverant. Clearly, the girls and boys have a different perspective on the role of girls
to do technology. Similar to the results of both Bame et al. (1993) and Boser et al. (1998), the
current study found girls to have more positive attitudes and perceptions related to girls’
knowledge of and ability to do technology. However, the boys in the current study seemed to
maintain a more stereotypical view of the role of girls in technology.
It was evident in the focus group discussions that all students valued the ESTE activities and
experiences that they felt extended their understanding of technology and were academically and
personally relevant. They also valued ESTE activities because they enabled them to move
beyond their own situation and community. Moreover, they recognized the benefits of ESTE
activities and experiences in terms of future careers. They particularly valued their ability to
make a positive impact on society and societal problems as a result of their knowledge and skills
gained from their ESTE activities and experiences. However, they expressed concern about the
impact of technology on society and recognized that the impact could be negative as well as
positive. Perhaps, this critical eye influenced the lessening of their value of technology.
When Raat and de Vries (1985) developed the PATT, they investigated students’ attitudes
toward and conceptual understanding of technology. Their results suggested that girls see
technology as less important than boys. Boser et al. (1998) indicated that after using the
integrated approach, there was a negative change in attitudes toward technology. The authors
explained that perhaps students had achieved a more balanced view of technology. Students
retained a more positive outlook toward technology when they participated in less controversial
content. The results from their study suggest that perhaps at the beginning of the integrated
approach, students underestimated the complexity of technology with its potential for both
positive and negative consequences. In the current study, similar results are suggested. Perhaps
the gifted and talented fifth-grade students who engaged in ESTE activities and experiences,
particularly boys, began to see technology with a more critical eye, as they learned to assess the
impact of technology on society and the environment in terms of both benefits and detriments.
However, these same students expressed more positive attitudes and perceptions related to the
value of technology compared to students without ESTE activities and experiences.
The focus group interviews and the Observations of Students based on the Technology Content
Standards are the bases for understanding the development of technology literacy outcomes.
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Both the girls and the boys who engaged in ESTE activities and experiences recognized the
intellect and knowledge necessary to do technology. They identified knowledge and skills related
to problem solving, mathematics and science, and interpersonal and teamwork skills as integral
to the ability to do technology.
In the current study, student profiles were examined in regard to specific technological literacy
outcomes as defined by the Technology Content Standards developed by ITEA. All students,
particularly girls, demonstrated proficiency in the targeted Technology Content Standards for
The Nature of Technology, Technology and Society, Design, Abilities for a Technological
World, and The Designed World.
Students demonstrated understanding of the nature of technology as they identified key features
of technology, including problem solving, programming, connections to mathematics and
science, and teamwork. Throughout their conversations, students recognized the role of society
in the development and use of technology. In particular, students expressed concern for the
impact of technology on society. Students developed an understanding of the design process as
they learned what a designer or engineer must consider as s/he develops and evaluates the
usefulness of a new product or system. Students applied the design process to design innovations
and solutions that met the criteria of the robotics challenge. Lastly, throughout the design
process, students used information and communication technologies effectively.
Implications and Future Research
The results of the current study have several implications for the curriculum and instructional
strategies for ESTE. Additional technology education activities and experiences need to be
developed or selected that would increase student proficiency in specific Technology Content
Standards, for example, the design process. Different grouping strategies based upon same
gender and/or mixed gender need to be utilized. Additional equipment is preferable so that more
students can spend time designing, investigating, and evaluating their own ideas and innovations
to share with their team. It would be beneficial to spend additional time and use more activities
to develop teamwork, interpersonal skills, group skills, and work ethic. More connections can be
made to specific academic content standards in mathematics and science. Additionally, it would
be beneficial to explore ways to tie language arts and social studies content standards to
technology education activities and experiences. Strategies to incorporate technology education
as connected to the academic content standards, rather than as an add-on to the regular
curriculum, particularly for the self contained, elementary classroom, would be beneficial.
The implications for classroom practice derived from this study generated additional research
questions related to the implementation of ESTE activities and experiences for the general
elementary school population. For example, (a) Is there a difference in the development of
technological literacy outcomes for students with different ability levels? (b) Is there a difference
in the development of technological literacy outcomes for students in different grade levels? (c)
Is there a difference in the development of technological literacy outcomes for students in samegender groups compared to mixed-gender groups for technology education activities? and (d)
Are there gender differences in the development of technological literacy outcomes for students
based upon gender groupings?
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This study clearly has served to enlighten the researcher/teacher about her own teaching practice.
It provides suggestions for ESTE praxis for gifted and talented students. This study, along with
future research, may assist teachers and curriculum developers in the design, selection, and
implementation of technology-based instructional activities to promote technological literacy in
all students.
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5. USING TSA TO TEACH THE STANDARDS THROUGH TECH-KNOW
Jerianne S. Taylor and Carl N. Blue
Appalachian State University, USA

Rationale for the Study
How do students learn? According to Bransford, Brown, & Cocking (1999), relevance of
knowledge, connections between different kinds of knowledge, representations of problems
and situations, self-directed inquiry and flexibility of thought, and motivation are often
considered as factors affecting this development. Career and Technical Student organizations
(CTSOs), like the Technology Student Association (TSA), provide these types of learning
opportunities for students in enrolled in secondary technology education courses. In 2001,
the TECH-know Project initiated its charge to develop instructional materials based on the
premise that combining TSA’s activities and the Standards for Technology Literacy (STL)
would provide students a unique and motivational learning experience. Although TECHknow’s primary purpose was to develop instructional materials, its process for development
and assessment of the materials enabled the project to gain insight related to use of
cooperative competition as a way to teach standards. As competitive events have become
increasingly popular in education, various qualities have become associated with these events
including increased student motivation and the recognition of excellence. Wynne (1995)
states, “It is not the winning that counts in these competitions, but the orientation toward
excellence and the practice of giving one’s best”. Wynne (1995) considers cooperative
competition to be a strong complement to cooperative learning. By intertwining these
elements through TECH-know’s instructional materials, teachers are able to teach the
standards in an educational and competitive hands-on manner.
Background Information
The TECH-know Project
The TECH-know Project is an instructional materials grant funded by the National Science
Foundation (NSF # 0095726). In August 2001, North Carolina State University received a
four-year grant from the National Science Foundation to develop standards-based
instructional materials for twenty Technology Student Association (TSA) activities. The
TECH-know project represented a significant collaboration between selected state
departments, universities, businesses, and TSA. From 2001-2004, more than one hundred
forty-four technology education teachers, technology teacher educators, TSA Curriculum
Resource Committee members, and business representatives from across the country worked
together to develop high quality standards-based units of instruction that are based on the
Standards for Technological Literacy, National Science Education Standards, Principles and
Standards for School Mathematics, and TSA activities. Units were developed based on the
following Technology Student Association activities:
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High School Activities
Agriculture and
Biotechnology Design
Desktop Publishing
Film Technology
Manufacturing Prototype
Medical Technology
Design
Robotics RC
Sci Vis
Structural Engineering
System Control
Technology Challenge

Middle School Activities
Agriculture and
Biotechnology Challenge
Cyberspace Pursuit
Digital Photography
Dragster Design Challenge
Environmental Challenge
Flight Challenge
Mechanical Challenge
Medical Technology
Challenge
Structural Challenge
Transportation Challenge

Sixteen of the activities were selected based on their relevance to the standards. Four of the
activities were developed by the TECH-know teachers during the first year so that TECHknow units would be reflective of all standards in the STL. The following year, the TSA
Curriculum Resource Committee approved the addition of these four competitive activities:
Agriculture and Biotechnology Challenge, Agriculture and Biotechnology Design, Medical
Technology Challenge, and Medical Technology Design.
In order to address the STL, the TECH-know staff worked to establish a structure within the
units that would highlight the strengths of STL and TSA. Sections related to understanding
the various technologies associated with each TSA activity where developed, as well as
vignettes about science, math, history, and everyday people. The real world connections
enable students to relate to the unit’s concept and form impressions about technologies
instead of just “doing” an activity.
The Technology Student Association
The Technology Student Association (TSA) played a critical role in the development of the
TECH-know units. Its activities along with STL laid the ground work for the TECH-know
units. Being one of only ten Career and Technical Student Organizations (CTSOs), it is the
only student organization dedicated exclusively to students enrolled in technology education
classes in grades K-12. TSA serves more than 200,000 secondary students in 2,000 schools in
47 states nationwide. Its mission is to prepare the membership for the challenges of a dynamic
world by promoting technological literacy, leadership, and problem solving, resulting in
personal growth and opportunity (TSA, 2001b).
According to TSA (2005), its members learn problem-solving, decision-making, critical
thinking and leadership skills as they relate to design, communications, power, energy,
transportation, engineering, manufacturing, construction and biotechnology. TSA also
provides its members with the opportunity to develop leadership and problem solving skills
through various avenues including student competitions and leadership opportunities at the
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local, state, and national level. Student members also report that their involvement in the TSA
activity caused an increase in their understandings of the STL’s concepts in select TSA
activities (Taylor, 2004). Currently, TSA offers more than fifty middle and high school
competitive events representing various areas of technology education, the Standards for
Technological Literacy, and various leadership skills.
Career and Technical Student Organizations
Career and technical student organizations (CTSOs) originated in the early 1900s after the
passage of the Smith-Hughes Act with the mission providing the best learning environment
and preparation possible so students can enhance their leadership and technical skill
development (Scott and Sarkees-Wincenski, 2004). Over the years, CTSOs evolved and are
now recognized as integral part of career and technical education (United States Department
of Education, 1999). The co-curricular nature of these organizations enables students to
benefit not only in the classroom but also outside the classroom. Benefits of involvement in
these organizations can be cited civic responsibility, leadership skills, respect for dignity of
work, spirit of healthy competition, and employability skills (Harris and Sweet, 1981; Vaughn
1999). The role these organizations play vary from field to field but it is important to
recognize their significance to the field over time and in the future.
Purpose of the Study
Over the past five years, the influence of TECH-know and its materials have been felt
throughout the United States. However understanding its significance to the field and
significance to TSA and Standards for Technological Literacy is important to document, not
only for validity of the product but also for the materials validity in the field. The purpose of
this study was to show how TSA activities can be used to teach the Standards for
Technological Literacy. Given this purpose, the following question was generated for this
study:
1.
Do TSA activities when integrated with TECH-know materials teach the technological
concepts found in the Standards for Technological Literacy?
Method
From 2001-2005, the TECH-know Project constructed several instruments to assess the
effectiveness of its preliminary and final materials, including pretest and posttest based on the
STL. During the 2005-2006 school year, approximately 25 schools from various states were
asked to field test the TECH-know Project’s units. Prior to the field test, teachers at each site
were invited to a summer workshop to train them on how to integrate the TECH-know
materials and use the TECH-know’s evaluation tools in their classroom. Field test teachers
were asked to administer the pretests at the beginning of the school year and the posttest
following the completion of each unit. Evaluation tools were submitted back to TECH-know
staff members in December 2005 for analysis and synthesis.
Instrument Development
Pretest and Posttest Data
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The pretest and posttest consisted of 25 multiple choice questions developed and refined
during the pilot tests of the TECH-know units. Fifteen of the questions were based on the
technological concepts related to the STL in the unit, while the remaining ten questions
addressed the mathematical and scientific concepts. The test writing teams used the standards
as a guide for developing each unit’s test. The writing team for the tests consisted of experts
from science and math, as well TECH-know team members and the pilot teachers.
Standards Matrix Development
During the third and fourth year of the TECH-know project, matrixes were constructed to
highlight each of the standards addressed by the each of the twenty TECH-know units. These
matrixes were developed after reviewing the completed content by science, mathematics and
technology experts in the field. The matrixes show the correlation to the Standards for
Technological Literacy, National Science Education Standard, and Principles and Standards
for School Mathematics. These matrixes can be found at the conclusion of this paper.
Findings
Data Analysis
To evaluate the findings associated with the pretest and posttest, descriptive and inferential
statistics were used. Descriptive statistics consisted of determining through frequency
distributions the overall gains in each test. Paired t test was then utilized to determine if there
was significance between the pretest and posttest. Hypothesis test results showed statistical
significance between sixteen of the twenty units’ pretest and posttest. Paired T statistics in
most TECH-know pretest and posttest also showed statistical significance in gains between
the pretest and posttest. Administration errors during field testing can be sited as possible
sources for lack of significance in identified errors. One unit was omitted due to the inability
to read the results. Table 1 lists these findings.
Table 1: Paired T statistics for TECH-know’s field test pre/posttest scores by unit.
Test Name
Sample
Standard
Degree
T-Stat
P-value
Difference
Error
of
Freedom
Agricultural
-30.52
2.69
45
-11.35
<0.0001
and
Biotechnology
Challenge
(MS)
Agricultural
-25.4
3.42
19
-7.42
<0.0001
and
Biotechnology
Design (HS)
Cyberspace
-43.4
1.82
39
-23.77
<0.0001
Pursuit (MS)
Dragster
-8
1.88
55
-4.25
<0.0001
Design (MS)
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Digital
Photography
(MS)
Desktop
Publishing
(HS)
Environmental
Challenge
(MS)
Flight
Challenge
(MS)
Film
Technology
(HS)
Mechanical
Challenge
(MS)
Medical
Technology
Challenge
(MS)
Medical
Technology
Design (HS)
RC
Transportation
(HS)
Structural
Challenge
(MS)
Structural
Engineering
(HS)
SciVis (HS)
Transportation
Challenge
(MS)
Technology
Challenge
(HS)
Overall
Difference

-29.31

1.76

63

-16.62

<0.0001

-42.67

4.44

23

-9.60

<0.0001

-16.95

3.58

20

-4.74

<0.0001

-23.67

4.23

23

-5.60

<0.0001

-29.41

4.59

36

-6.41

<0.0001

-27.2

1.80

49

-15.11

<0.0001

-39.17

2.56

71

-15.28

<0.0001

-2

4.63

9

-0.43

0.68

-16.46

2.11

34

-7.80

<0.0001

.2

2.07

40

0.094

0.93

-35.2

6.50

24

-5.42

<0.0001

-58.4
6

4.18
3.98

9
17

-13.96
1.51

<0.0001
0.15

-25.39

2.49

42

-10.20

<0.0001

Sample
Mean

Standard
Error

Degree
of
Freedom

TStat

P-value
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µ1- µ 2

-23.93

1.07

1354

-22.37

<0.0001

Data was also broken down by gender to compare differences between female and males.
Both males and females had significant gains. Table 2 lists these findings.
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Table 2: Paired T statistics for TECH-know’s field test pre/posttest scores by gender.
Test
Sample
Standard
Degree
T-Stat
P-value
Name
Difference
Error
of
Freedom
Female
-24.69
1.53
241
-16.11
<0.0001
Male
-23.5
1.10
428
-22.05
<0.0001
Unknown
-28
6.85
5
-4.09
0.0095

Discussion
After reviewing the findings, it is important to explore what the results of these data might
imply. TECH-know pretest and posttest have been used for last four years by more than 144
teachers with more than 5,000 students from across the United States. Each year, gains were
shown in most units. With the completion of the project, TECH-know asked the question, can
TSA activities when integrated with TECH-know materials be used to teach the standards?
The answer is yes and they should be. TSA and the STL curriculum developers should work
together through TECH-know and other initiatives so that they might benefit both the
technology education teacher and student. TECH-know also supports factors for how people
learn by blending the relevance of knowledge, connections between different kinds of
knowledge, representations of problems and situations, self-directed inquiry and flexibility of
thought, and motivation to student making TSA and the STL stronger.
Jerianne S. Taylor, Ed. D. is an Assistant Professor at Appalachian State University, Boone,
NC and one of the Co-PIs for the TECH-know Project.
Carl N. Blue is a doctoral candidate at North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC and a
research assistant for the TECH-know Project.
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National Science Standards Middle School Benchmark Breakdown:
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6. AN EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTS OF USING DIGITAL IMAGERY AND
SCIENTIFIC VISUALIZATION EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY TO
ENHANCE MIDDLE SCHOOL INQUIRY-BASED INSTRUCTION AND
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENT
Laura J. Hummell
Manteo, NC, USA
Abstract
Students and teachers are expected to integrate technology across the curriculum. Yet,
doing so should be done ultimately to benefit and improve students’ achievement. If
technology is integrated without careful study and forethought, it can have more negative
consequences than positive impacts. In order to integrate digital imagery and scientific
visualization into the middle school science and technology education curriculum,
research was conducted first on teachers’ attitudes toward these technologies and
integration in general.
Seven teachers, who teach in grades six through eight, participated in this research
process using a qualitative approach with surveys, observations, and interviews. Then,
after thorough planning and analysis, the scientific visualization and digital imagery
technologies were integrated into the middle school science and technology curricula.
Students were given pre-tests, post-tests, and student attitude surveys to determine if the
instructional technologies used and the teacher’s attitude toward the integration of these
technologies affected the students’ perceptions and achievement. Administering and
analyzing pre-test data and post-test data of an experimental and control group of
students accomplished the quantitative data collection. This article explores how teachers
attitudes and using instructional technologies like digital imagery and scientific
visualization can affect student achievement.
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to investigate the factors that influenced seven
middle school teachers as they implemented and integrated two instructional
technologies, digital imagery and scientific visualization, into the science and technology
education curriculum. This study then further considered what influences, or effects,
these factors and the instructional technologies’ integration had on student achievement.
The quasi-experimental study included both qualitative and quantitative research methods
of collecting data, which were composed through surveys, observations, and interviews
with the teachers and pre-testing, post-testing, and surveying two technology educationscience classes. One class contained a group of students, the control group, whose
teachers did not integrate digital imagery or scientific visualization. The other class
student group had teachers who integrated digital imagery and scientific visualization in
their courses. Triangulation of the data lowered the possibility of researcher partiality. In
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addition, the increased amount of data collected also potentially increases the
dependability of the study.
Background Information on Digital Imagery and Scientific Visualization Use
According to Albert Nous (1998), “Imaging is defined as the acquisition, enhancement,
re-representation, and redistribution of a graphic for analysis and reporting” (p. 46). In
addition to this definition Nous (1998) explains that: “Visualization is defined as the
representation of data using software tools” (p. 46). Specific examples of images that are
used and presented in a digital format and incorporated in computer-based scientific
visualization of various subjects include: image processing items, magnetic resonance
images, geographic imaging systems, satellite imagery, and micro-imagery.
Nous’s article contains excellent definitions of both imaging and visualization as they are
utilized in science and technology education. He has done significant research into using
satellite imagery specifically in science education classes to increase students’ awareness
and understanding of the Earth and Solar System through visual imagery analyses. His
discussions clarify why imaging and scientific visualization is crucial to better
understanding of scientific principles. Nous also gives key research articles and
information from NASA and other resources that can be of use in the science and
technology education classrooms.
Because of the unique characteristics of natural and manmade phenomena, such as fluid
mechanics, microscopic organisms, and aerodynamics, digital imagery and scientific
visualization allows users in the science classroom to observe processes in ways never
before used. The creation and use of scientific visualization and digital images in the
science and technology classrooms at all grade levels shows students a different side of
science and technology. Bell, Park, and Toti say, “Contrary to what many students
believe, the scientific endeavor involves a great deal of intuition and creativity especially
at the point of synthesizing data and drawing conclusions from it” (2004, p. 28).
In the increasingly visual world of television, computers, video games, and digital
photography, students want more lessons and schoolwork with visually integrated images
(Dunn, 1994). Dunn offers numerous strategies to incorporate and engage visual learners
in a wide variety of subjects. “Kids who watch television process information uniquely.
Specifically, they are visual learners, assimilating concepts better when there are pictures
coupled with sound or print” (1994, p. 51). In order to help students process information
and skills visually, a teacher should be writing directions on the board while saying them
aloud, using the overhead projector, integrating art or other visual means into lessons, and
using visual mediums like video, scientific visualization, and digital images to teach.
Because the world around most students has inundated them with visual interpretations of
ideas, many children find it easier to comprehend information in visual formats
(Olshansky, 2003). Since understanding content is easier for students when they have a
multitude of ways to interpret the information and apply the requisite skills, teachers
should remember to integrate educational technology, such as digital images and
scientific visualizations, when appropriate and thus appeal to a wider variety of students’
learning styles.
Appealing to multiple learning styles and intelligences has long been studied to prove the
effectiveness of incorporating these techniques (Gardner, 1983). Integrating technology is
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an important initiative that has kindergarten through twelfth grade teachers searching for
innovative ways to direct their students through the mastery of various technologies.
Digital imagery and scientific visualizations are two technological innovations that allow
students to view, manipulate and apply scientific concepts in visual in a way that just
reading about them does not allow.
Gordin and Pea in 1995 discovered how scientific visualization (SciVis) makes
science accessible for more students rather than the dry and usually boring scenarios of
rote memorization of formulas and facts. SciVis also provides the methods for creating
realistic scientific inquiry by allowing students to create and use visualizations of their
own to better understand scientific principles like scientists do. Because students are
using the same or similar tools as scientists this empowers them with new skills and
techniques they can use in a variety of classes.
Yet, Gordin and Pea (1995) do not go without recounting the challenges encountered
when SciVis was actually used in the IPT and ChemViz projects among others. These
challenges include: finding appropriate data to use, creating SciVis files as an
inexperienced designer, training teachers to use SciVis files effectively, training students
to work independently at their own paces, students with visual impairments may find
using SciVis impractical or impossible, time or scheduling limitations may make in-depth
inquiry difficult, Materials and resources needed are not cheap, and the computer
infrastructure needed may not be available in some schools. I found that the challenges
clarified here made me think more carefully about how, when, where, and with whom I
should begin integrating scientific visualizations. Then, the authors gave detailed
solutions to the potential problems including: training teachers and students better and
more actively to use SciVis, creating customized software and data to personalize use,
building a community of practice between teachers, students, and the scientists using
scientific visualization daily, and connecting schools to high speed networks.
While integrating technologies like scientific visualizations and digital imagery are not
without their own unique challenges, they can have a positive affect on student learning if
planned for and implemented properly. In 2000, Edelson, Gordin, and Pea designed,
implemented and evaluated scientific visualization work for students. The challenges
include having a stable technological infrastructure, having consistent technology support
for teachers and students, having related data and scientific visualizations, and avoiding
the problems associated with time constraints and computer scheduling conflicts
(Edelson, Gordin, and Pea, 2000). All in all, their research proves the effectiveness of
using scientific visualization, but realizes that much planning and preparation must be
done well ahead of implementation with students in any grade level. More than most
technologies, scientific visualizations demand large bandwidths to download efficiently
and server space because of the files’ large sizes. Whenever using scientific
visualizations, file space must be adequate to avoid slow load times and other technical
problems that can detract from the learning process.
Research about Teachers’ Attitudes Toward Instructional Technologies
In a 2001 study, Ediger discussed how attitudinal studies have shown the significance of
teacher attitude toward student achievement. Stated was that “Students of more
competent teachers achieved significantly higher than those students who had less
competent science teachers” (p.25). Teachers’ attitudes toward integrating technology
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can also have significant influence on students’ achievement. Training in sound science
experimentation and incorporation of technology needs to occur. Partnering science
teachers, technology teachers, and scientists can reap many rewards for science students.
Sessions called bursts by Koszalka (2004) “consist of short—less than one hour—
demonstrations and presentations on current science explorations” (p. 1960). According
to Koszalka (2004):
Coupled with training in technology integration strategies and tools, access to
supportive knowledge management systems, and guidance and mentorship from
experts and practitioners, these sessions can help educators make connections
between scientific practice and pedagogical strategies, leading to the development
of effective educational experiences that model scientific practice to students (p.
1960).
Wetzel (2001) states “The availability of instructional technology for teachers is
increasing in middle school science to meet societal demands and goals” (p. 2). To
successfully meet these perceived and actual demands, teachers and students need to
change the way they view, understand and use instructional technology especially in
science and technology classes. Teacher dispositions and perceptions about integrating
instructional technology in the classroom can greatly affect how students gather, retain,
and transfer information and skills (Chang, 2002). When teachers have the support and
training to seamlessly integrate instructional technologies like digital imagery and
scientific visualizations (SciVis) into their curricula, students have another avenue
through which they can experience their lessons’ content.
Also, teachers' dispositions and perceptions about instructional technology have a greater
influence on student achievement than using any instructional technology alone
(Williams, Boone, & Kingsley, 2004). A teacher's attitude toward the use of SciVis and
digital imagery can either have a significantly positive or negative effect on how students
view, understand, and apply the information and skills obtained from the technology.
According to Eisenberg (2001), “Helping students learn to apply technology in these
ways requires a change in the computer skills are traditionally taught in school. It means
moving from teaching isolated “computer skills” to teaching integrated “information and
technology skills” (p. 1075).
However, in order to actuate this shift, educators must first realize and make alterations in
their understanding and planning of technology integration. Unfortunately, the reasons
that teachers remain pessimistic about the potential in instructional technologies like
SciVis and digital imagery is that they have not seen how utilizing this technology can
positively alter their students’ achievement. Also, they may lack administrative support,
open access to the resources, adequate training, or sufficient planning and
implementation time. Too often when these issues arise technology integration suffers or
comes to a screeching halt. However, as these issues come to light, instructional
developers and designers, technology coordinators, and teachers can work together so
that technology integration can improve.
Instructional developers, administrators, and fellow teachers must convince and
encourage teachers to put the use and acquisition of digital images and scientific
visualization in the hands of the students so that they can capture and analyze scientific
concepts firsthand. Yet, convincing colleagues to do so is not an easy task. The changes
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that need to occur in educational settings to guarantee technological integration often
happen very slowly. Educators need to work together with students, parents, and
administrators to ensure that everyone understands the processes involved and that they
are approached systematically. Opposition to change for educators typically arises from
apprehension about altering how they work with students, showing less than adequate
technical aptitudes, and appearing out of control. Teachers that are habitually resistance
to change usually list the following items as reasons: lack of planning time, lack of staff
development, lack of technical support, lack of financial resources, and lack of
administrative support. In order to account for these obstacles and eventually overcome
them, instructional designers and administrators must work in conjunction with teachers
to make these reasons disappear.
Description and Rationale of Research Question
With the governmental demands on public school teachers and students requiring
teachers to prepare students for a future dominated by technology, teachers of all grade
levels and subject matters are integrating technology across the curriculum (NCDPI,
2004). In order to determine how to best address student needs, students take online
learning style assessments. In doing so, it’s often found in this particular research setting
that more and more students each year are predominantly visual and kinesthetic learners.
This means that they prefer learning and teaching methods that appeal to the visual
learners’ sense of sight and the sense of touch for the kinesthetic learners. In order to
better prepare these students to understand and apply integrated, multidimensional
scientific, technological and mathematical concepts and skills, this study examined the
existing research studies, articles, books, and websites pertaining to the integration of
computer-assisted instructional technologies, specifically scientific visualization and
digital imagery. Thus, the research question was “How does using computer-assisted
instruction, such as digital imagery and scientific visualizations, affect student
achievement and attitudes toward science and technology education subject matter?
Methods of Research
For the initial part of the research project surveys were distributed and collected to seven
faculty members at a public middle school in rural northeastern North Carolina in the
United States. Then, as a follow-up, semi-structured interviews were conducted and these
teachers were observed at work in a wide variety of classroom settings. The survey,
interview, and observation results are discussed elsewhere in the article.
As a continuation of this research project, two groups of twenty-five students
were chosen using a quasi-experimental research design. All students were given
standardized pre-tests on flight-related topics determined by state technology education
curriculum. They were then introduced the required unit information through two
different types of curriculum materials. The control group was given the standard
curriculum materials and the experimental groups were allowed to explore and
implement computer-assisted instruction, containing scientific visualizations and digital
imagery, at their own pace over several days in the computer lab.
For this project, two student groups with twenty-five students in each were taught
flight-related information integrating digital imagery and scientific visualization
instructional technology for one group and not integrating these technologies in the
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other’s instruction. Using the control group and experimental group of students, the
implications of incorporating digital imagery and scientific visualization educational
technology into their lessons over a ten-day period was studied.
The null hypothesis was that the experimental group would have higher post-test
gains than the control group. Also predicted was on surveys the students in the
experimental group would have more positive reactions to the curriculum materials that
integrate digital imagery and scientific visualization educational technology. Students
will be given post-tests after being given either the standard curriculum materials (the
control group) or the visually enhanced versions (the experimental group). Their
responses on worksheets and surveys will also be collected, observed, and analyzed. At
the end of the unit, both groups were debriefed and the control group was retaught the
concepts using digital imagery and scientific visualization educational technology.
Description of the Results
Teachers’ Attitudes toward Computer-Assisted Technologies
Advanced digital photography, the acquired digital images, and animated
scientific visualizations are technological devices that may or may not be familiar to
many learners and their teachers. As indicated in the description and rationale section,
seven middle school teachers were randomly surveyed and then interviewed and
observed as follow-up to the survey analysis. The results indicated that 71.4% of the
respondents have used digital imagery in their classroom instruction. Revelations about
uses of scientific visualizations (SciVis) showed that only 28.5% of the teachers have
used this type of instructional technology with their students. The two most utilized
instructional technologies were PowerPoint slideshows with animation and websites
enhanced with digital imagery and SciVis, which were used by 85.7% of the teachers
(See Table 1).
Table 1: Type of Technology Used by Teachers
Type of Technology
Used by Teachers
Digital
Imagery
71.4%
Scientific Visualization
28.6%
PowerPoint
85.7%
Websites
85.7%
These uses often coincided with the teachers’ primary learning style. Those
teachers who were predominantly visual learners (85.7%) also used technology with their
students at least once a class (42.8%) or several times during each class (42.8%). Those
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teachers who did not consider their learning style as visual in nature had a tendency to
integrate technology less often—usually only once a week (14.3%). When asked “Do you
think that incorporating digital imagery and scientific visualization instructional
technology can increase student learning,” 100% of the teachers responded in the
affirmative. Yet, when asked if they thought that integration of these same technologies
could affect student test scores, only 71.4% responded positively.
This prompted me to further investigate the implications of these perceptions and the uses
of digital imagery and scientific visualizations in various classrooms as well as crosstabulating the results to compare years of experience teaching to amount of incorporating
technology. The teacher who had 0-5 years of teaching experience incorporated
technology several times during a class period. The teacher with 6-10 years only used
these types of technology once a week. One of the teachers with 11-15 years in teaching
used these technologies once a week, while the other indicated that technology was
integrated several times per class. Teachers in the last category of teaching experience
(16 or more years) revealed the most use of technology with two of three experienced
respondents indicating that they used these technologies once a class and the third
informing me that these instructional technologies are used several times a class. This
demonstrates that as a teacher feels more confident in his/her area, they are more willing
to branch out and embrace the use of new technologies in their subject areas.
The results of the observations and interviews revolved around several themes
including the positives and negatives of integrating digital imagery and scientific
visualization into lessons. The time consuming technological application and analysis of
scientific concepts and data was one obstacle several of the teachers had difficulty
justifying. It is true that the obstacles that need to be overcome often are daunting.
According to the interviews and observations, teachers who felt confident using digital
imagery and scientific visualization technologies on their own, still experienced anxiety
about employing these technologies with their students. Problems with adequate training,
administrative support, time to plan and implement, and open access to the computers
needed to run the programs are the most significant obstacles to seamless integration of
these technologies. Also, these teachers felt pressed to do only those activities that would
significantly increase standardized end-of-grade or end-of course test scores. This
apprehension and a lack of time are indicated by how often the teachers are able to
incorporate technology. (See Table 2)
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Table 2: Percentage of Teachers and How Often They Incorporate Technology
How Often Teachers Incorporate
Instructional
Technologies
Once a Class
42.8%
Several times during a Class
42.8%
Once a Day
0
Once a Week
14.3%
When discussing the regular use of digital imagery or scientific visualization specifically
in the classroom, a teacher responded: “It is a great support to enhance learning; however,
due to constraints (required material and items that must be covered) you can not fully
utilize this as an effective teaching tool.” Too often overcoming these obstacles dissuade
teachers from implementing them unless they are coerced. When teachers move from no
longer being the focus of a lesson to guiding students through the process, preparation
guidance should accompany this fundamental paradigm shift. When teachers are no
longer teaching the way they were taught, time to change and training to know how must
be given. Technology that is forced upon teachers and students has little positive effect
on the overall educational process. Instead, strategies must be in place to properly train,
plan, access, and integrate technologies, if students’ success and increased student
achievement are the goals.
When interviewed, various teachers agreed that using multiple instructional technologies,
such as scientific visualization and digital imagery, appeals to students’ different learning
styles. They also insisted that the more approaches a teacher can use to help gain and
retain students’ attention, the more likely students are to retain and transfer the
information to other areas. One teacher commented, “I think any variety in instruction
will benefit students by being more prepared for 21st century life.
Student Achievement and Attitudes toward Science and Technology-related Concepts
After administering the pre-tests and analyzing the data according to specific
directions, the teachers set out to instruct their students in the science and technology of
flight. While the control group was given standard text-based materials, the experimental
group had multiple opportunities to experience their flight-related topics through the uses
of digital imagery and scientific visualization. The students in the control group had an
average pre-test score of 46.56 out of a possible 100. The students in the experimental
group had an average pre-test score of 45.32 out of a possible 100. Since the difference
was only 1.24 points, it was determined that it was negligible considering the groups
were closely matched in age, grade level, percentage of boys versus girls, and number of
students who have an IEP.
After conducting ten days of classes using the enhanced curriculum or standard
curriculum, the groups were given post-tests with content identical to the pre-tests. Each
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student’s results are delineated in Tables 3 and 4. Students not using the instructional
technologies who were identified as needing special modifications through IEPs had
significantly less growth than those students who were not identified in the control group.
In the experimental group, students who used the instructional technologies and were
identified through IEPs had growth on their post-tests within the same range as their nonidentified classmates.
Frequencies of scores were examined for both groups as well as other pertinent
data (see Appendices A, B, C, and D). The pre-test scores of the experimental group
indicated a mode of 23, a mean of 45.32, a median of 43, and a standard deviation of
21.316 (see Appendix E). The post-test scores of the experimental group had a bimodal
distribution of 90 and 79, a mean of 83.92, a median of 86, and a standard deviation
10.83 (see Appendix F). The pre-test scores of the control group indicated a mode of 23,
a mean of 46.56, a median of 49, and a standard deviation of 20.15 (see Appendix G).
The post-test scores of the control group had a mode of 86, a mean of 78.12, a median of
86, and a standard deviation 4.10 (see Appendix H). The results indicated an average
growth of 31.56 points in the group not using scientific visualization and digital imagery
(see Table 3). The experimental group had higher post-test growth with an increase of an
average 38.6 points (see Table 4).
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Table 3: Students Not Using Scientific Visualization and Digital Imagery Scores
Pre-test
Post-test
Growth
Student Score
Score
1
57
91
34
2
54
100
46
3
60
83
23
4
31
94
63
5
40
86
46
6
69
91
22
7
57
89
32
8
57
80
23
9
26
63
37
10
29
60
31
11
31
60
29
12
37
77
40
13
43
86
43
14
80
89
9
15
9
57
48
16
37
66
29
17
49
71
22
18
60
91
31
19
57
86
29
20
97
97
0
21
9
26
17
22
49
86
37
23
43
80
37
24
60
90
30
25
23
54
31
Sum
1164
1953
789
Average 46.56
78.12
31.56
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Table 4: Students Using Scientific Visualization and Digital Imagery Scores
Student
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Sum
Average

Pre-test Score
94
37
70
54
23
49
23
23
54
49
66
34
20
31
43
11
37
37
94
51
23
34
51
51
74
1133
45.32

Post-test Score
100
95
98
92
82
85
79
90
92
90
79
79
80
90
89
64
77
69
97
86
71
54
80
89
91
2098
83.92
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Growth
6
58
28
38
59
36
56
67
38
41
13
45
60
59
46
53
40
32
3
35
48
20
29
38
17
965
38.6

Figure 1: Comparison of Average Post-test Score and Growth between Students Using
SciVis and Digital Imagery and Those Not Using Them
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scivis and using scivis and
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As Figure 1 shows the 7.04 point difference between the two groups’ post-test scores
indicates that integrating scientific visualization and digital imagery into the flight
curriculum had a considerable effect on the students’ overall retention of the subject
matter and flight-related material. While the scores are not radically or statistically
significant in their differences, there are indications that the students’ retention of the
materials was better when they were able to use instructional technologies like scientific
visualization and digital imagery.
Conclusions
Integrating instructional technology into science and technology education classes
has a profound effect on students’ achievement. However, the long term benefits of using
such educational devices must continue to be monitored, analyzed, and adjusted in order
to have considerable effect on students. When teachers move from no longer being the
focus of a lesson to guiding students through the process, preparation guidance should
accompany this fundamental paradigm shift. When teachers are no longer teaching the
way they were taught, time to change and training to know how must be given.
Implications of This Study
The implications of this study indicate how important teachers’ attitudes,
administrative support, ample training, easy access to computer hardware and software,
and sufficient planning and classroom time are to successful integration of instructional
technologies like scientific visualization and digital imagery. Without the basic support
factors in place, teachers will hesitate to use these technologies or avoid the use of them
altogether. Teachers’ perceptions about the technology and their students also can have
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significant affects on how often they use technology in their classrooms. As was shown
by the results of this study, the more experience an educator has teaching full-time, the
more likely he/she will integrate technologies like digital imagery and SciVis.
By giving administrative support, having training programs in place, and giving teachers
time to plan for the use of instructional technology, administrators can foster successful
technology integration at all levels across the curriculum. Also, students must also be
gradually taught to use these technologies as educational tools not just entertainment
devices. While they may enjoy learning using digital imagery and scientific visualization
they must understand that sound educational information, practices and procedures
should come first when using technology in the classroom.
Without the support programs in place, the problems that will eventually occur may
become insurmountable for even the most dedicated teacher who wants to integrate
technology. Research questions that have developed from this project include many in the
instructional development realm as well as those focused on instructional technology
usage. Future research questions to be explored are:
1. How do the instructor’s predominant learning style and the students’ learning styles
affect instructional development?
2. How can scientific visualization and digital imagery affect literacy
learning and writing instruction?
3. In what ways can satellite imagery be used in courses other than
science?
4. How does the integration of scientific visualization technology affect
students’ achievement in vocational-technical courses and student
vocational-technical organizations’ competitions?
5. How does the integration of digital photography across the middle
school curriculum improve test scores?
6. How is distance education instructional development and student
achievement affected by the absence or integration of digital imagery?
7. How should training be conducted to entice more teachers to regularly use digital
imagery and SciVis in their classrooms? What type of training or mentoring is the most
effective?
In future explorations of these topics, the goal is to further define and develop technology
integration programs that can adequately train educators to implement technology at
greater rates than may be currently occurring and to do so more efficiently and effectively
than current use indicates. Showing how a wider variety of technologies can be used in
science and mathematics may enhance students’ learning of these subjects.
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Appendix A: Frequency Table for Experimental Group’s Pre-tests (Students Using
SciVis and DI)
Raw Pre-test Score Frequency
94

2

74

1

70

1

66

1

54

2

51

3

49

2

43

1

37

3

34

2

31

1

23

4

20

1

11

1
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Appendix B: Frequency Table for Experimental Group’s Post-tests (Students Using
SciVis and DI)
Raw Post-test Score Frequency
100

1

98

1

97

1

95

1

92

2

91

1

90

3

89

2

86

1

85

1

82

1

80

2

79

3

77

1

71

1

69

1

64

1

54

1
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Appendix C: Frequency Table for Control Group’s Pre-tests (Students Not Using SciVis
and DI)
Raw Pre-test Score Frequency
97

1

80

1

69

1

60

3

57

4

54

1

49

2

43

2

40

1

37

2

31

2

29

1

26

1

23

1

9

2
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Appendix D: Frequency Table for Control Group’s Post-tests (Students Not Using SciVis
and DI)
Raw Post-test Score Frequency
100

1

97

1

94

1

91

3

90

1

89

2

86

4

83

1

80

2

77

1

71

1

66

1

63

1

60

2

57

1

54

1

26

1

88

Appendix E: Pre-test Information Calculating the Standard Deviation for the
Experimental Group (Students Using SciVis and DI)
Raw Score (X)

_
Mean (X)

_
X-X

_
(X-X)2

94

45.32

48.68

2369.74

94

45.32

48.68

2369.74

74

45.32

28.68

822.54

70

45.32

24.68

609.10

66

45.32

20.68

427.66

54

45.32

8.68

75.34

54

45.32

8.68

75.34

51

45.32

5.68

32.26

51

45.32

5.68

32.26

51

45.32

5.68

32.26

49

45.32

3.68

13.54

49

45.32

3.68

13.54

43

45.32

-2.32

5.38

37

45.32

-8.32

69.22

37

45.32

-8.32

69.22

37

45.32

-8.32

69.22

34

45.32

-11.32

128.14

34

45.32

-11.32

128.14

31

45.32

-14.32

205.06

23

45.32

-22.32

498.18

23

45.32

-22.32

498.18

23

45.32

-22.32

498.18

23

45.32

-22.32

498.18

20

45.32

-25.32

641.1

11

45.32

-34.32

1177.86
Total = 11359.38
Standard Deviation
= The Square root of
11359.38 /25 =
√454.37
SD = 21.316
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Appendix F: Post-test Information Calculating the Standard Deviation for the
Experimental Group (Students Using SciVis and DI)
Raw Score (X)

_
Mean (X)

_
X-X

_
(X-X)2

100

83.92

16.08

258.56

98

83.92

14.08

198.24

97

83.92

13.08

171.08

95

83.92

11.08

122.76

92

83.92

8.08

65.28

92

83.92

8.08

65.28

91

83.92

7.08

50.12

90

83.92

6.08

36.96

90

83.92

6.08

36.96

90

83.92

6.08

36.96

89

83.92

5.08

25.80

89

83.92

5.08

25.80

86

83.92

2.08

4.32

85

83.92

1.08

1.16

82

83.92

-1.92

3.68

80

83.92

-3.92

15.36

80

83.92

-3.92

15.36

79

83.92

-4.92

24.20

79

83.92

-4.92

24.20

79

83.92

-4.92

24.20

77

83.92

-6.92

47.88

71

83.92

-12.92

166.92

69

83.92

-14.92

222.60

64

83.92

-19.92

396.80

54

83.92

-29.92

895.20
Standard Deviation
= The Square root of
2935.68/25 = √
117.42
SD = 10.83
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Appendix G: Pre-test Information Calculating the Standard Deviation for the Control
Group (Students Not Using SciVis and DI)
Raw Score (X)

_
Mean (X)

_
X-X

_
(X-X)2

97

46.56

51.44

2646.07

80

46.56

33.44

1118.23

69

46.56

22.44

503.55

60

46.56

13.44

180.63

60

46.56

13.44

180.63

60

46.56

13.44

180.63

57

46.56

10.44

108.99

57

46.56

10.44

108.99

57

46.56

10.44

108.99

57

46.56

10.44

108.99

54

46.56

7.44

55.35

49

46.56

2.44

5.95

49

46.56

2.44

5.95

43

46.56

-3.56

12.67

43

46.56

-3.56

12.67

40

46.56

-6.56

43.03

37

46.56

-9.56

91.39

37

46.56

-9.56

91.39

31

46.56

-15.56

242.11

31

46.56

-15.56

242.11

29

46.56

-17.56

308.35

26

46.56

-20.56

422.71

23

46.56

-23.56

555.07

9

46.56

-37.56

1410.75

9

46.56

-37.56

1410.75
Total = 10155.95
Standard Deviation
= The Square root of
10155.95 /25 =
√406.23
SD = 20.15
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Appendix H: Post-test Information Calculating the Standard Deviation for the Control
Group (Students Not Using SciVis and DI)
_
_
_
Raw Score (X)
Mean (X)
X-X
(X-X)2
100

78.12

21.88

478.73

97

78.12

18.88

356.45

94

78.12

15.88

252.17

91

78.12

12.88

165.89

91

78.12

12.88

165.89

91

78.12

12.88

165.89

90

78.12

11.88

141.13

89

78.12

10.88

118.37

89

78.12

10.88

118.37

86

78.12

7.88

62.09

86

78.12

7.88

62.09

86

78.12

7.88

62.09

86

78.12

7.88

62.09

83

78.12

4.88

23.81

80

78.12

1.88

3.53

80

78.12

1.88

3.53

77

78.12

-1.12

1.25

71

78.12

-7.12

50.69

66

78.12

-12.12

146.89

63

78.12

-15.12

228.61

60

78.12

-18.12

328.33

60

78.12

-18.12

328.33

57

78.12

-21.12

446.05

54

78.12

-24.12

581.77

26

78.12

-52.12

2716.49
Total = 7070.53
Standard Deviation
= The Square root of
7070.53 /25 =
√282.82
SD = 4.10
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7. IMPACT OF RESEARCH AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
INITIATIVES ON INITIAL TEACHER EDUCATION IN DESIGN &
TECHNOLOGY AT ROEHAMPTON UNIVERSITY IN ENGLAND
David Barlex, Brunel University, UK
Marion Rutland, Roehampton University, UK

Abstract
This paper describes the impact of two research and development projects and one
professional development programme on the one-year post-graduate secondary school
design & technology initial teacher education course at Roehampton University. By
considering the impact in terms of Mode 2 research and the development of intellectual
capital it will demonstrate that curriculum development in teacher education can be
informed by research and professional development and that this has the potential to be
proactive in informing the direction in which new entrants to the profession develop the
subject.
Background
The route into teaching design and technology (in secondary schools in England is
increasingly through a one year postgraduate certificate of education (PGCE) where
students already have a design & technology relevant undergraduate degree. However,
there is considerable evidence that those entering these courses have different
backgrounds and experiences of designing (Lewis, 1995, 1996: Rutland 1996, 1997:
Tufnell, 1997: Ofsted 2003). Ofsted (1998, 2000) has reported consistently since the
introduction of D&T into the National Curriculum in England that designing skills lag
behind making skills. Ofsted (2002) reported that in 'some schools, there is insufficient
attention to the processes of designing, particularly in Key Stage 3 where the experience
of pupils aged 11 – 14 years in design & technology is merely a sequence of short
focused practical tasks with no opportunity to apply their own ideas in a longer design
task'. The tutors at Roehampton University and teachers in partner schools shared these
concerns.
Research and development to enhance the teaching of designing
In 2003 the Teacher Development Agency (TDA) awarded the School of Education at
Roehampton University a small research and development grant to investigate the
effectiveness of deliberate curriculum interventions to enhance trainees ability to teach
designing. The investigation took place during the academic year 2003/4. In September
2003 all the 29 PGCE Trainee teachers completed an audit to assess their previous design
experience. The data they were asked to provide included their school, further and higher
education, work and leisure experiences. Six students were identified with limited design
experience. The trainees had relevant degrees and backgrounds for teaching design and
technology but 'designing' was not a strong feature. Trainees were engaged with their
own response to designing and the teaching of designing by the introduction of three new
designing and making activities:
Designing and making a body adornment collection
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Designing and making an electrical mask
Designing and making a puppet theatre and puppets for a particular performance
Interviews with the selected trainees were carried out after the first intervention, after the
first teaching experience, after the second intervention before the second school
experience and after the second teaching experience and third intervention. The tapes
were transcribed and analysed for information concerning trainee's experience in teaching
designing.
The preliminary results of this research were reported at PATT 14 in 2004 (Barlex &
Rutland 2004)
The effect of the interventions were as follows:
a) An increase in trainee’s ability to reflect on their own and others’ practice with
particular reference to the teaching of designing
b) An increase in trainee’s confidence and capability to introduce successful design
based activities in their final teaching experience as alternatives to established less
designerly activities currently taught by the practice schools
In 2004 the TDA awarded the School of Education at Roehampton University a further
small research and development grant to extend the investigation to consider the needs of
food technology trainees. The investigation took place during the academic year 2004/5
and the preliminary findings were reported at IDATA 2005 (Rutland, Barlex and Jepson
2005).
Trainees were engaged with their own response to food based designing and the teaching
of designing with food by the introduction of three new designing and making activities:
Design activity 1 – Pasta sauce product development
Design activity 2 – Baked product development
Design activity 3 - Wrapped/filled product development.
As with the first research and development project the trainees were interviewed and
observed on school placement.
The main findings were as follows:
a) The food technology curriculum provided by most partner schools was
prescriptive
b) Trainees were able to engage with this in the following ways
- by introducing the designing strategies they had learned
- an increased use of group work
- providing pupils with opportunities for choice
c) Trainees were able to reflect critically on their own and others’ practice with
particular reference to the teaching of designing
A professional development programme to clarify design decisions
The Electronics in Schools (EiS) programme was funded and supported by DTI and
DfES, in two phases. Phase 1, between September 2001 and August 2002, funded seven
SETPoints1 to enable them to provide training, resources and support to teachers and
schools. Phase 2, from September 2002 to November 2003, extended the training
provision, developed support for teachers back in schools and extended the provision of
resources for pupils and schools. The aims of the programme were to excite more pupils
about electronics and its applications, to ensure schools and teachers had the resources
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and the capability to engage pupils in learning about electronics and its applications and
to increase the number of schools and pupils that engage in learning about electronics.
Early in 2003 the EiS programme noted it is possible to consider designing a product as
making a set of decisions. These decisions can be divided into five broad categories:
Conceptual – the sort of product, what it does
Technical – how it works
Aesthetic – what it looks like
Constructional - how it fits together
Marketing – who its for
Decisions made in one category will affect decisions made in other categories.
This framework can be used to audit the design decisions that pupils are asked to make
when they tackle a designing and making assignment. Teachers can also use this audit
tool to look at the design decisions made across a sequence of designing and making
assignments. This framework and its use as an audit tool were reported at PATT 15
(Barlex 2005) and were known to the team at Roehampton. It was introduced to the
trainee teachers during the academic year 2003/2004 in helping them consider the nature
of their own designing and that of pupils aged 11 – 14 years.
In an extension of the EIS programme in 2005 one of the university course tutors was
introduced to the use of PIC chips through an activity in which pupils could programme
the behaviour of a ‘cyberpet’. (See
http://www.paulgardiner.dsl.pipex.com/EiSS/EiSS.html) The new post graduate course
tutor attended a part of this extension programme developed specifically to increase the
amount of modern electronics taught in design & technology initial teacher training
programmes.
Impact on the ITE curriculum
During the academic year 2003/2004 the first research and development project
developed three intervention activities to develop the trainee’s ability to teach designing:
body adornment design, electric mask design and puppet and puppet theatre design. This
enabled the staff at Roehampton to significantly raise the profile of teaching designing
and the interventions were seen as so successful that by the academic year 2005/6 they
have become established features of the design & technology teacher-education
programme for all trainees whatever their subject specialisms.
The design decision framework developed through the EIS programme had an impact on
the programme at Roehampton and the curriculum in partner schools. Having been used
successfully with secondary trainees during the academic year 2003/2004, the design
decision audit tool was incorporated into the training programme for primary trainee
teachers in the academic year 2004/2005.
At the end of the academic year 2003/2004 mentors from partner schools discussed the
work carried out by the trainees at the end of your review meeting with course tutors at
the university. They were interested in and supportive of the emphasis on designing.
They were also introduced to the design decision framework. They were particularly
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attracted to the way it could be used as a means of auditing designing in the curriculum
and one school was so impressed with this approach it has adapted it for use with school
pupils aged 11 – 14 years.
During the academic year 2004/5 the second research and development project enabled
staff at the Roehampton to focus on the concept of ‘designing’ in food, a key issue in
recent years, and help trainees develop strategies to support their pupils’ designing on
school experiences. The curriculum intervention tasks developed during the project were
fully integrated into the food technology PGCE Design & Technology course in the
academic year 2005/6 and are proving to be successful in developing the trainees
understanding of designing with food.
During the academic year 2005/2006 PIC chips were introduced to the teacher training
course at Roehampton for the first time using the ‘cyberpet’ approach and plans for the
2006/2007 programme now include a greater emphasis on PIC chips.
Discussion
The influences shaping the curriculum adopted by those involved in initial teacher
education are complex. There are statutory requirements for qualified teachers status
(QTS), or Standards, as laid down by government agencies. In the case of England this is
the Teacher Development Agency (TTA, 1989; TTA 2002) where secondary design &
technology trainees are required increasingly to have developed both subject and
pedagogy knowledge and skills within one year post graduate courses. There are the
subject knowledge requirements of the particular discipline (DATA/TTA, 1995;
DATA/TTA, 2003). This poses particular problems for design & technology in that no
single degree prepares trainees to teach to the breadth that is required and trainees will be
expected by the end of the course to have developed subject knowledge and skills in a
first specialist area for the 11-18 age range and a second specialist area for the 11-14 age
range. In addition, all trainees, what ever their specialisms, will be expected to have
gained the subject competences required for ‘designing’.
In addition to the breadth there is also the importance of modernity with regard to
technology and the curriculum must ensure as far as possible that trainees will be
prepared for a career in which frequent up grading of subject knowledge is essential.
There is the pedagogy that is appropriate for the subject and in the case of design &
technology there are, for example, many ways in which pupils can both acquire and
demonstrate designing skills. In addition there is the important requirement of health &
safety training which is considerable in design & technology. This complex mix of
requirements needs to be informed by influences ‘outside’ the main stream of initial
teacher education itself if the initial teacher education curriculum is to develop in order to
continue to meet the needs of trainee teachers and the schools that they will enter when
they qualify. In the study reported here two ‘external’ influences have had a significant
impact on the initial teacher education curriculum for design & technology at
Roehampton University.
The first influence consisted of two research and developments projects and investigated
an area of national concern in the design & technology curriculum – the teaching of
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designing. In this case this research actually took place by means of curriculum
development interventions in the initial teacher training programme at the University
accompanied by a monitoring of their effect on the activities taking place during school
placements. The data collected indicated that the interventions were successful with
regard to trainee’s ability to teach designing. The impact of this on the teacher education
programme was that the interventions became an established part of the programme and
also influenced other design & technology programmes at the University. The second
influence consisted of work carried out as part of professional development programmes
which then informed elements of the initial teacher education programme. Again this has
resulted in the new elements becoming an established part of the programme and
extending the repertoire of the department. These new elements also influenced another
design & technology programme at the University and mentor from partner schools
This new curriculum, developed through the influence of research and development
projects and professional development programmes can be seen in terms of the creation
of new professional knowledge or increasing intellectual capital. In the case described
here the new professional knowledge, now embedded in the staff and curriculum at
Roehampton University, was developed in response to two national requirements within
design & technology. First, the importance of teaching designing, an area of
acknowledged weakness for many teachers (Ofsted, 1998, 2000, 2002) and second, the
need to increase the uptake of electronics within design & technology. Changes were
made to the curriculum in response to these requirements and seen to be useful in
practice, to result in improvement to the extent that the changes had effects beyond the
programme in which they were introduced. This activity has been called mode 2 research
(Gibbons et al 1994) and its dissemination at Roehampton and to partner schools was
through informal communication networks, another feature of Mode 2 research. David
Hargreaves, the Chief Executive of the Qualification and Curriculum Authority in
England has argued that “…knowledge creation and dissemination in education must
now move into Mode 2: teacher centred knowledge creation through partnerships.”
(Hargreaves 1998) In this case the teachers were lecturers at a University engaged in
initial teacher education and the partnerships were through collaboration with researchers
and those engaged in professional development.
It is important to ask to what extent it is reasonable to expect, or possible, for new
entrants to the profession to make a significant contribution to the curriculum
development that takes place in their first or second appointments? Observations on
school placement and comments from trainees in interviews suggest that many schools
have a fixed design & technology curriculum undergoing little change. Expecting newly
qualified teachers to challenge this status quo may be considered inappropriate but if
issues such as improving the teaching of designing are to be confronted then it is possible
that newly qualified teachers will have many useful approaches especially if such issues
have formed a significant part of their initial training.
It is clear that a newly developed initial teacher education programme as described in this
paper can prepare new entrants to the profession to make a contribution to curriculum
development, to create new professional knowledge. However, for this knowledge to be
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created, those working in a school must encourage, welcome and respect new ideas.
Good ideas – especially when they come from new or more junior colleagues – are
fragile and may well need protection. An atmosphere of cynicism kills knowledge
creation. (Hargreaves 1998) This puts an onus on established members of the profession
to provide support and encouragement.
Two particular features of intellectual capital can be seen as particularly important in
developing new approaches to any area of the curriculum. These are attitude capital and
intellectual agility (Kelly, 2004). A predisposition to exploring new ideas and
formulating a constructively critical view of the benefits that they might bring can be
seen as a facet of intellectual capital that might be needed initially in those wishing to
improve the teaching of designing within design & technology. Intellectual agility, the
ability to innovate and change practice, to think outside the box about problems and come
up with novel solutions will clearly play an important role in developing new design &
technology curricula which places more emphasis on designing. These features were
necessary for the staff at Roehampton to make and justify the changes to the initial
teacher education curriculum and will be required by teachers in schools developing new
curricula.
This paper raises the important further question “Is the approach to curriculum
development in design & technology piloted at Roehampton University, a generally
applicable model for curriculum development in initial teacher education?”
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Notes
1 SETPoint
Currently the primary function of SETPOINTs is to serve as single, authoritative sources
of information for teachers about what local and national STEM (science, technology,
engineering & mathematics) materials and activities are available to enrich their
teaching, and to offer both advice and assistance in delivering these activities to schools,
in particular using the Science and Engineering Ambassadors (SEAs) as the interface
with young people
Viewed at http://www.setnet.org.uk on 12.03.06
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